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Abstract

Recent years witnessed a slow but steady trend toward a more elabo-
rated usage for Web search engines, characterized by a switch from a
document search interaction paradigm to an entity search one.

The objective of the Search Computing project is the definition of
methods and tools supporting multi-domain search, an entity search
paradigm working on domain-specific search engines, whose results
are aggregated to create a unique answer covering multiple domains.
Due to the combinatorial nature of multi-domain search, the number
of combinations in the result set is normally very high, and strongly
relevant objects tend to combine repeatedly with many other con-
cepts, requiring the user to scroll down the list of results deeply to
see alternative, maybe only slightly less relevant, objects. Improv-
ing the diversity of the result set is the aim of diversification, which
can be defined in the context of multi-domain search as the selection
of k elements out of a universe of N combinations, so to maximize
a quality criterion that combines the relevance and the diversity of
the objects of distinct types seen by the user, thus improving his
information-seeking experience.

This thesis deals with the problem of diversification for multi-domain
search, offering: i) a characterization and a formalization of the
problem; ii) a comparative study on major information retrieval
diversification approaches to test their applicability in this new con-
text; iii) a quantitative evaluation of the performance of four state-
of-the-art diversification algorithms, using adaptations of the eval-
uation metrics currently adopted in the context of diversification
for Web documents; iv) a qualitative evaluation of the perception
and utility of diversification in multi-domain search with two user
studies. Results provide evidences that the usage of diversification
techniques in the multi-domain context is worthwhile and effective,
improving both the quality and the perceived utility of multi-domain
query results.
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Sommario

Nel corso degli ultimi anni si è assistito ad un importante cambia-
mento nelle modalità con cui gli utenti usufruiscono dei servizi di
ricerca Web: da un paradigma in cui l’ obbiettivo era l’individuazione
di singoli documenti (eseguita attraverso motori di ricerca come
Google o Bing), si assiste ora ad una prevalenza di attività di esplo-
razione ed estrazione di dati, molto spesso complessi e aggregati, in
cui i servizi di ricerca sono uno strumento al servizio dell’esecuzione
di attivitá piú complesse.

In tale contesto si inserisce l’attivitá di ricerca del progetto Search
Computing (SeCo), il cui obbiettivo é la definizione di metodolo-
gie e strumenti a supporto della ricerca multi-dominio, ovvero un
tipo di ricerca Web effettuato su motori di ricerca e sistemi di rac-
colta dati specializzati, i cui risultati vengono integrati al fine di
offrire all’utente una risposta univoca che copra approfonditamente
molteplici contesti.

L’aggregazione dei risultati forniti da differenti servizi web, prove-
nienti da domini di ricerca molteplici e spesso non in relazione tra
loro, pone i sistemi di ricerca multi-dominio di fronte al problema
di possibili uguaglianze nei dati restituiti da fonti diverse. La di-
versificazione dei dati comporta un miglioramento nella qualitá dei
risultati, limitando queste ripetizioni e garantendo una maggiore
soddisfazione per l’utente finale dovuta ad una piú ampia copertura
dei possibili contesti a cui egli puó essere interessato.

La nostra tesi si pone come obbiettivo quello di indagare il problema
della diversificazione dei risultati nelle ricerche web, proponendo
uno studio comparativo dei maggiori algoritmi noti nel dominio
dell’Information Retrieval, adattandoli al contesto della ricerca e
manipolazione di dati multi-dominio.

In particolare, il lavoro di tesi ha avuto come scopo lo studio dello
stato dell’arte delle principali metriche e tecniche di diversificazione,
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l’adattamento al contesto di ricerca multi-dominio su dati strut-
turati degli algoritmi noti, il design di test quantitativi al fine di
validarne l’efficacia teorica, e uno studio qualitativo per verificare
l’effettivo incremento della qualitá dei risultati nella percezione utente.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Recent years witnessed a slow but steady trend toward a more elab-
orated usage for Web search engines, characterized by a paradig-
matic switch from document search to object (or entity) search
[7][10].

On one hand, search services have become more and more special-
ized, defining specific domains and contexts; on the other hand, users
are searching for more complex information, which require multiple
sources. These data are scattered through the Web, and the services
able to retrieve them are not meant for mutual interactions.

The research activities of the Search Computing (SeCo) project take
place in this context. The objective of SeCo is the definition of
methods and tools supporting multi-domain search, a Web search
paradigm working on domain-specific search engines services, whose
results are aggregated and integrated in order to offer to users a
unique answer covering multiple domains. For instance, when deal-
ing with complex queries like ”find the best museum to visit, then a
restaurant to eat and then a nice hotel to spend the night in”, even
if all the atomic information are available on the Web, the correct
answer is a data combination, achievable only querying all services
and composing their answers.

Formally, multi-domain queries can be represented as rank-join queries
over a set of relations, representing the wrapped data sources [17][23]
[32]. Each item in the result set is a combination of objects that sat-
isfy the join and selection conditions, and the result set is ranked ac-
cording to a scoring function, which can be expressed as a combina-
tion of local relevance criteria formulated on objects or associations
(e.g., price or rating for a hotel, distance between the conference
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Hotel Restaurant Museum S(a)(τ, q)
HName HPrice RName RPrice MName MPrice Total price

τ1 Hotel
Amadeus

e35 Miyako e25 Galleria d’Arte
Moderna

e0 e60

τ2 Hotel
Amadeus

e35 Miyako e25 Museo Civico di
Milano

e0 e60

τ3 Hotel
Amadeus

e35 Miyako e25 Museo di Storia
Contemporanea

e0 e60

τ4 Hotel
Amadeus

e35 Porca
Vacca

e25 Galleria d’Arte
Moderna

e0 e60

τ5 Hotel
Amadeus

e35 Porca
Vacca

e25 Museo Civico di
Milano

e0 e60

τ6 Hotel
Amadeus

e35 Porca
Vacca

e25 Orto Botanico
di Brera

e0 e60

τ7 Hotel
Amadeus

e35 Spontini 6 e25 Galleria d’Arte
Moderna

e0 e60

τ8 Hotel
Amadeus

e35 Spontini 6 e25 Museo Civico di
Milano

e0 e60

τ9 Hotel
Amadeus

e35 Spontini 6 e25 Orto Botanico
di Brera

e0 e60

τ10 Hotel
Amadeus

e35 Spontini 6 e25 Museo di Storia
Contemporanea

e0 e60

Table 1.1: Top-k result set based on relevance.

venue, hotel, and restaurant).

Due to the combinatorial nature of multi-domain search, the number
of combinations in the result set is normally very high, and strongly
relevant objects tend to combine repeatedly with many other con-
cepts, requiring the user to scroll down the list of results deeply to
see alternative, maybe only slightly less relevant, objects.

Let assume that the first searching system returns 20 hotels and 20
restaurants, and the second does the same for its objects (20 restau-
rants and 20 museums). Whenever the same restaurant appears
in both sets, and a cartesian product is used to aggregate results,
the composition of the terns (museum-restaurant-hotel) will lead to
a repetition in the result set. For illustration, Table 1.1 shows an
example result set, which contains the top-10 combinations ranked
according to total price. We observe that the result is rather poor in
terms of diversity, as only 1 hotel, 3 restaurants and 4 museums are
represented. Indeed, the number of distinct objects that appear in
the top-k results is sensitive to the distribution of attribute values
used to compute the score of the combination.

Hence, budget hotels will appear repeatedly in the top-k list, lower-
ing the number of distinct objects seen by the user. The same ob-
servation applies when, fixed a hotel, one considers the price range
of restaurants compared to the price range of museums.

Improving the diversity of the result set is the aim of diversification,
which can be defined in the context of multi-domain search as the
selection of k elements out of a universe of N combinations, so to

3



Hotel Restaurant Museum S(a)(τ, q)
HName HPrice RName RPrice MName MPrice Total price

τ1 Hotel
Amadeus

e35 Miyako e25 Galleria d’Arte
Moderna

e0 e60

τ2 Hotel
Amadeus

e35 Porca
Vacca

e25 Museo di Storia
Contemporanea

e0 e60

τ3 Hotel
Amadeus

e35 Miyako e25 Orto Botanico
di Brera

e0 e60

τ4 Hotel Delle
Nazioni

e36 Miyako e25 Galleria d’Arte
Moderna

e0 e61

τ5 Hotel Delle
Nazioni

e36 The
Dhaba

e25 Orto Botanico
di Brera

e0 e61

τ6 Hotel Delle
Nazioni

e36 Spontini
6

e25 Pad. d’Arte
Contemporanea

e2 e63

τ7 Hotel Zefiro e39 Matto
di Bacco

e25 Galleria d’Arte
Moderna

e0 e64

τ8 Hotel Zefiro e39 Porca
Vacca

e25 Museo Civico di
Milano

e0 e64

τ9 Hotel Delle
Nazioni

e36 Porca
Vacca

e25 Museo della
Permanente

e6 e67

τ10 Hotel Zefiro e39 Miyako e25 Museo Civico di
Storia Naturale

e3 e67

Table 1.2: Top-k result set based on relevance and diversity.

maximize a quality criterion that combines the relevance and the
diversity of the objects of distinct types seen by the user. In this
respect, Table 1.2 shows an example of result set with diversified
combinations. We observe that the set does not necessarily contain
the top-10 combinations in terms of total price. Nevertheless, the
result is much richer: 3 hotels, 5 restaurants and 7 museums are
selected.

1.1 Original Contributions

The aim of this thesis is to analyze existing Information Retrieval
diversification approaches to test their applicability in the context of
multi-domain search. Our original contribution can be summarized
as follows:

• We characterize the result set diversification problem in multi-
domain query, which implies the need to study and eventually
adapt state-of-the-art algorithms for structured and unstruc-
tured Web data.

• We formalize the concept of multi-domain result distance and
propose two kind of diversity: one based on object equality
(categorial) and the other based on attribute distances (quan-
titive).

• Since diversification can be shown to be NP-hard also in the
multi-domain context, we study the behavior of four known

4



greedy algorithms experimentally. Specifically, we test the hy-
pothesis that the diversification algorithms improve the quality
of the result set with respect to a baseline constituted by the se-
lection of the most relevant k combinations. The performances
of the four approaches are then evaluated using information
retrieval metrics suitable for the multi-domain context.

• We evaluate the perception and utility of diversification in
multi-domain search with two user studies based on selection
tasks involving combinations of correlated objects.

1.2 Dissertation Organization

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 defines current approaches toward diversification
and the main characteristics of the Search-Computing project
with respect to our work.

• Chapter 3 presents the framework, from a threefold perspec-
tive: first, the chapter describes four state-of-the-art diversifi-
cation algorithms; then, it formalizes specific distance metrics
for multi-domain result sets and, to conclude, it elaborates on
the result sets created for testing purposes.

• Chapter 4 describes the design of the quantitative tests and
their results.

• Chapter 5 describes the design of the user studies and com-
ments their results.

• Chapter 6 conclusions are drawn and future work directions
are presented.

• In Appendix A we present graphs from main results of the
quantitative analysis described in Chapter 4.

5



Chapter 2

Related Work

The purpose of this chapter is to contextualize our work with respect
to academic literature and industrial practices for result diversifica-
tion and data disambiguation. We also introduce Search-Computing
(SeCo) and its possible relation with diversification.
The chapter is divided as following: section 2.1 contains some of the
key aspects of Search-Computing and the possible roles of diversifi-
cation, section 2.2 discusses the problem from a query perspective,
section 2.3 and section 2.4 analyze how diversification deals with un-
structured and structured documents, and finally section 2.5 sum-
marizes main approaches from other fields.

2.1 The SeCo Framework

As stated in chapter 1, the goal of the Search-Computing project
is to build a system capable of finding answers to complex searches
through the interaction of multiple, cooperating, services. One of
the crucial aspect in the result composition step is the use of differ-
ent services, whose answers have to be ranked, joined, and invoked
in a proper order to satisfy the user searching needs. The aggrega-
tion of different services (and their results) deals with the concept
of Service Marts, and the diversification on items managed by the
SeCo system cannot prescind from its definition. The first section
(2.1.1) is in charge of explaining the basic concepts of Service Marts,
underlying strengths and limitations. The second section (2.1.2) ex-
plains the concept of how the query is formulated by users through
the Liquid Query paradigm, and how results of this query inter-
acts each another. The last section (2.1.3) is intended to expand

6



the problem of investigating information under uncertainties over
unstructured sources.

2.1.1 Service Marts

Service Marts [5] are interfaces for Web objects that hide the un-
derlying data source structures, presenting them in terms of inputs,
outputs, and rank attributes. Attributes may have multiple val-
ues and be clustered within repeating groups. When objects are
accessed through Service Marts, the responses are ranked lists, pre-
sented divided in chunks, so as to avoid receiving too many objects
at one time. Search Computing is a new paradigm for composing
search services [7] and the composition of returned chunks has a
direct connection with data diversification.

Figure 2.1: A representation of different Service Marts

Modern search systems answer generic or domain-specific queries,
Search Computing enables answering queries via a constellation of
cooperating search services, correlated by means of join operations.
While the SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) principles are be-
coming widespread, distinct standards, languages, and program-
ming styles are proposing themselves as the best options. The defini-
tion of Service Mart as abstractions for data source publication and
composition, has the goal of ease the linking of search services [29].
Every Service Mart is mapped to one or more Web object available
on Internet, but its related to only one ”category” (in the ”travel”

7



domain there will be a service mart responsible for the flights, one
for the hotels, one for the restaurants and so on). Service Marts are
augmented with connections, so as to support their linking to the
system and between returnished objects. Service Marts are abstrac-
tions, and publishing a Service Mart means bridging an abstract
description to several concrete implementations of the service. We
can distinguish three levels of description for a service mart: con-
ceptual, logical, and physical.

Conceptual level: a Service Mart is an abstraction describing a
class of Web objects.
Every Service Mart definition includes a name and a set of ex-
posed attributes (atomic or repeating groups). Attributes and
sub-attributes are typed and semantically tagged when they are
defined. In this way it is possible to provide more expressive
query interpretations and model 1:M or N:M relationships.

Logical level: each Service Mart is associated with one or more
specific Access Patterns, describing how the Service Mart can
be adressed. It is a specific signature of the Service Mart with
the characterization of each attribute as input (I) or output (O).
This allows a connection between different service marts, using
the outputs of one service as inputs for another one. This Con-
nection patterns (the conjunction of two predicate expressions)
is identified with a conceptual name and a logical specification.

Physical level: Each Service Mart has service interfaces mapped
to concrete data sources. These interfaces ensure the possibility
of linking different Marts together, reducing the cases where no
connections can be created. The lack of an attribute or of an
attribute property is often balanced by these interfaces, able to
highlight commonalities and gaps.

The use of metadata (descriptors in SeCo), is an approach used by
Liu [20] to speed up diversification with structured information as
we will explain in section 2.4.1. Here is a short list of the main
descriptors in the Search-Computing and their use.

• Ranking descriptors classify the service interface as a search
service (producing ranked lists by themselves) or an exact ser-
vice

• Chunk descriptors deal with output production by a service
interface. The service is chunked when it can be repeatedly
invoked and at each invocation a new set of objects is returned.

8



• Cache descriptors to speed up the retrieval of results when
repeated invocations of a service are involved

• Cost descriptors deal with associating each service call with a
cost characterization (response time,monetary cost,...)

In conclusion: Service Marts is an interoperability concept for build-
ing Search Computing applications, with associated technologies for
registering and adapting Web services. The Web world is described
as a resource graph with Service Marts linked by connection pat-
terns, and then Service Marts are associated with service interfaces
and implementations. When different Service Mart results have to
be aggregated, there is an actual risk to have a great number of rep-
etitions. This is avoidable in two ways: through the use of specific
calls which minimize repetitive results ( query which probabilisti-
cally minimize overlapping items) or diversifying the results. Our
approach focuses on the second solution since it doesn’t involve a
prior knowledge of all the possible query calls and the entire result
set of each Service Mart, nor probabilistic or statistical information
on the distribution functions of the item population. Diversifica-
tion in fact reduces, according to user preferences, possible overlap-
ping items directly in the result set, dealing with a limited number
of Service Marts and objects (only the one requested by the user
query).

2.1.2 Liquid Query

SeCo operates under the Liquid Query paradigm [4], a user inter-
action paradigm that helps users to find responses to multi-domain
queries through information exploration on Service Marts.

User needs cannot always be satisfied by individual pages on the sur-
face Web or with single calls to a search service. Information seeking
is a process-intensive task often related to exploratory search, defined
as the situation in which the user starts from a not-so-well-defined
information need and progressively discovers more. It contains high
level of uncertainty. The focus of Liquid Query is on the support
of multi-domain queries, using many domain-specific search engines
to cover a multitude of different domains. Nowadays web services
offer the possibility of building more ambitious systems, based upon
search service orchestration. Diversification is highly related to the
way results are presented , and therefore is connected to service
orchestration.
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The Liquid Query interface consists of interaction primitives that
let users pose questions and explore results, spanning over multi-
ple sources, incrementally. Those sources can have different nature
(structured, unstructured), can belong to different domains (hotels,
restaurants, museums. . . ) and respond differently when invoked
(single item, chunks, multiple items).
Diversification plays a key role to maximize user satisfaction when
different services (or different means for a single service) are im-
plied.

The Liquid Query interface presents to the users composite answers,
obtained by aggregating search results from various services. Result
composition is achieved through the use of join, a classic opera-
tion of data management. Exploiting the structural information of
search service interfaces it is possible to wrap the single, domain-
specific, data sources together, bridging on identical or similar at-
tributes.

Once results are composed and displayed, the user has many possi-
bilities:

• expand the query with an extra search service,

• add or drop attributes of an object

• ask for more results from a specific service

• aggregates results

• reorder results

• adding details (drill-down) or removing them (roll-up)

• choose the best data visualization format

Initial seed query can be expanded by the user in various directions,
inspecting new related objects, according to the exploratory search
paradigm. Due to the search service federation approach, elements
in the result set of Liquid Query are object combinations, and each
of them is associated with the search service that has returned it.
They can be manipulated individually using features of the specific
service, or in groups as a single combination, using composite fea-
tures (which weren’t available as single items). Since the number
of aggregated results grow exponentially with the number of service
invoked, diversification become essential to avoid repetitions and
maximize users satisfaction.

The query life cycle is now presented:
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1. Application configuration phase

2. Query submission phase

3. Query execution phase

4. Result browsing phase

Diversification mainly regards the last phase.

The unawareness of the data repository and primitives specifications
used by the query doesn’t affect data-differentiation. Diversification
reduces the repetitiveness of the results, and encourages the service
repository enrichment, since it will increase diversity in the results
set and improve its overall quality!

2.1.3 Ranked mashups of uncertain information

The merging of different sources (Service Marts outputs) is inevitable
to obtain a good multi-domain coverability of topics. Mashups [32]
are situational applications that join multiple sources to better meet
the information needs of Web users. MashRank is a mashup au-
thoring and processing system built on concepts from rank-aware
processing, probabilistic databases, and information extraction to
enable ranked mashups of unstructured sources. To handle uncer-
tain preference scores, represented as intervals enclosed in possible
score values, it uses new semantics, formulations and processing
techniques.

MashRank integrates information extraction with query processing
by asynchronously pushing extracted data on-the-fly into pipelined
rank-aware query plans, and using ranking early-out requirements
to limit extraction cost. SeCo adopts similar procedures within its
scheduler and query planner components. Mashups at Web scale
triggers the need to rank large volumes of data, and traditionally
ranking queries compute the top-K results on a given scoring func-
tion. Those results are the ones that we already explained need
to be diversified and disambiguated. Moreover, the central idea of
rank join is to allow for early query termination by making use of
sorted inputs and scoring function monotonicity to upper bound
the scores of non-materialized join results. In this situation, diver-
sification would also be possible on partial results, inputs of the
rank-join instead of diversifying its outputs. Unfortunately, due to
the low predictability of partial results and due to the reciprocal
unawareness between joined services on one another outputs, diver-
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sification cannot be easily achieved during intermediate steps. Final
results can still benefit from diversification, and in very few cases it
diminishes the effects of join operations.

When multiple domains are involved, a extract-match-rank paradigm
is used by the users. The MashRank system runs on a mashup ed-
itor, a mashup planner, and many content wrappers and grabber.
Equivalent components can be found in the SeCo system, called
Query planner, Service Mart wrappers and so on. The integration
of data extraction with rank join processing is possible, but diversi-
fication will operates at his best only on final results after the last
of the join operations has terminated.

In conclusion: MashRank addressed integrating information extrac-
tion with joining and ranking under uncertainty in the context of
Web mashups. The integration of information extraction, relational
optimizations (e.g., rank join), and the concepts of probabilistic
databases can lead towards a relational and probabilistic query en-
gine. SeCo is an example of possible evolution of the MashRank
system, since diversification deals with ranking and ordering (espe-
cially in mashups) and is strictly affected by join operations and
rank-joins too. We have addressed the problem of diversification
considering all the possible steps where it can be achieved. The
optimal solution is to diversify on the final results and not dur-
ing intermediate steps so our interest has moved from a general
perspective to the algorithms and ideas which share this intuition.
Nevertheless SeCo is still investigating on the partial approaches for
diversification, since similar problems have been already tackled by
the ”more-one” command under a multiple domain situation. The
use of forecasting systems able to predict which of the involved ser-
vices would probably maximize the user satisfaction among involved
ones, can possibly be adjusted to maximize diversity and minimizing
repetitions, but it is not the case of our study.

2.2 Query Disambiguation

This section addresses the problem of diversification from a query
perspective. It is in fact possible to obtain diverse and novel results
using different keywords for the same query.

A first possible approach to diversification is to disambiguate on
query interpretations, which has the advantage of being computa-
tionally lighter than diversification on real data. This aspect is cru-
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cial when considering the huge amount of information most modern
search systems deal with. User queries are often ambiguous and
may have more than one correct answer. Let us consider for exam-
ple a single-word query: ”Jaguar”. There are at least three domains
where ”Jaguar” can belong to: it can be intended as the animal, the
car constructor company and the operating system. There is no way
to know in advance which of these interpretations is the one sought
by a generic user. A naive solution to this uncertainty is to study
the behavior and preferences of each user through a personal logging
systems [28] supported by reasoning tools, which is theoretically pos-
sible but needs large amount of data and huge computational effort.
Another possible solution is to adopt statistical measures to address
the majority of users, studying the most frequent means distribu-
tions. Some studies in this direction, trying to match the same query
to different meanings have been made in [27][30], exploiting search
engines logs to address different interpretations using subsequent
query refinement. These experiments though revealed drawbacks
and limitations due to changes in people’s intentions over time and
unpredictable behavior, hard to overcome.

A different solution to query disambiguation is to offer the greatest
possible variety of interpretations to users, maximizing the diversi-
fication and covering the widest spectrum of results; the probability
of satisfying the user, without subsequent query refinements, hence
is maximized.

Other approaches involves the use of different semantics in the query
(mapping keywords to ontologies), semantics in the attributes when
the query relies on structured systems, or clustering results based on
previously-computated hierarchical structures to achieve the maxi-
mum coverability.

Every approach is again showed presenting the papers which we
identified as the most representative on the topic.

2.2.1 Diversification for keyword over structured data

A possible approach to query disambiguation is to map query key-
words to database attributes to give them a semantic meaning.
Demidova et al make a move in this direction using the concept of
query template and structured pattern frequently used to query the
database [9]. For instance, let’s consider a movie database, if the in-
serted query is something like ”Cameron Titanic”, a possible query
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template could be ”A director X of a movie Y”. This keyword map-
ping is obviously not an easy task and it is not always possible to link
every word to attributes. In this case we talk about partial match-
ing, while we have a complete matching when all the query keyword
can be connected to at least one attribute. Once this step is com-
pleted, the output is a set of possible query interpretations, linked to
different query templates, and we can choose the best ones introduc-
ing the concept of relevance. In order to give a different importance
to interpretation, a probabilistic model is used where P = (Q|K)
is the probability that a certain interpretation is the right one for
a given bag of keywords. Query interpretation are also examined
on their similarity using Jaccard distance Sim(Q1, Q2) = Q1∩Q2

Q1∪Q2
.

Having both relevance and diversity (as diversity = 1-similarity),
Demidova et al. suggest the use of MMR (an algorithm that will
be better examined later) to calculate query interpretation score as
the trade-off between the two dimensions.

Beyond the interesting model, [9] suggest also 2 possible evalua-
tion metrics called α-NDCG and S-recall, derived from standard
information retrieval concepts but keeping diversity into considera-
tion.

2.2.2 Keyword refinement using diversity

In the direction of query disambiguation, we can also consider [13].
Griffith and Pfeifer analyze 3 different approaches to attain this
goal exploiting Wikipedia disambiguation pages and collected query
logs.

• CBC Word Sense Similarity CBC Word Sense Similarity [25]
tries to refine queries using a feature vector of words in a par-
ticular syntactic context. As an example [sip + Verb-Object]
is a feature for wine. From these vectors, different subquery
are obtained and their results are clustered to select represen-
tative elements. Drawbacks of this approach are the excessive
dimension of obtained clusters, the difficulty of semantic iden-
tification and a high degree of overlap.

• Web Semantic Clustering To solve CBC Word Sense Simi-
larity problems, Web Semantic Clustering is considered: query
refinement are obtained from the top 50 results retrieved from
YahooTM organized as binary feature vector. Two of these vec-
tors are assigned to each possible refinement term, one based on
their URL, one constructed with unique hostname as feature.
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The disambiguation phase is then performed through Euclidean
distance and clustering. Like the previous one, this approach
has also few drawbacks related especially to the difficulty of
fitting points in clusters and to the high computational cost.

• MMR The last way to clarify query disambiguation proposed by
Griffith is, as already seen in [9], to adopt MMR, using the
refinement term occurrences compared to the original one as
relevance, and the trade-off between domains and URL terms
as diversity .

MMR proved to perform better than other methods but the results
of the user testing were controversial: sometimes refinements were
even worse than original query.

2.2.3 Ambiguous query identification

Song [33] takes the issue from another perspective. Their objective is
not to propose an efficient way to disambiguate query interpretations
but to understand when a query actually needs to be refined in more
specific subqueries. The idea is to perform refinement algorithms
only when necessary, since they are heavy from a computational
perspective. Song et al. identify 3 different kinds of query:

• Ambiguous query: having more than a possible meaning

• Broad query: covering a variety of subtopics thus needing re-
finement

• Clear query: specific meaning and single topic of interest

From the user testing they show how human being are easily able to
identify ambiguous queries while have more trouble distinguishing
between clear and broad ones.

From this starting point Super Vector Machine model [37] were sug-
gested.

Documents are represented by a vector of categories and plotted on
a graph where each dimension corresponds to the confidence that
the document belongs to that specific category. Exploiting the intu-
ition that documents with different interpretation probably belong
to many categories, their method analyzes the degree of matching
between a document and its field of interest, and is able to distin-
guish clear query, belonging to a single main category, from ambigu-
ous ones, spreading over multiple dimensions.
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2.2.4 Sub-query generation using query logs

All related works examined until now focussed mainly on server-
side diversification, attempting either to cover most diverse topics
for a certain bag of keywords or to identify the most probable query
interpretation. [27] recognizes the heavy computational workload
necessary to understand user intent and, as a solution proposes a
client-side approach. Query results can be diversified by the end user
system without much effort, but it needs enough elements to perform
a meaningful diversification. To solve this, the proposed method
considers different interpretation based on query logs. Given a query
q, a set R(q) of k related query is generated. Data logged for 6 weeks
are used seeking for subsequent query in a 30 minutes window and
3 ways are proposed to identify best representative subquery:

• Most Frequent: select queries that most often follow the orig-
inal one in the 30 minutes lapse

• Maximum result variety: MMR approach, greedily select queries
that are both frequent in reformulation and different from those
already selected

• Most satisfied: select queries that are not often reformu-
lated, yet occur with minimum frequency

Once the different subqueries are retrieved, i.e. R(q) is generated, let
n be the number of desired results, n

k+1
elements are taken from each

related query and the original one. This result selection approach is
similar to clustering.

2.2.5 Query decomposition

Another work dealing with query disambiguation is [3], whose ob-
jective is to decompose a starting query into a set of sub-query to
retrieve a set having a good coverage even in case of ambiguous and
broad queries [33]. This direction is a bit different from already
seen ones like result clustering and query recommendation . These
approaches aim at retrieving a set of queries ordered by relatedness
and frequency or clusters of results, while the the target of query
decomposition is to:

• Find the query set that covers the whole result set of the orig-
inal query

• Queries in the set have minimum overlap
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• Each query should not cover many documents outside the ini-
tial result set

Bonchi et al. [3] identify many different potential applications for
their model, like query filtering(remove too close query recommenda-
tions), query diversification(good coverage with low overlap creates
diversity), query-set model (selecting terms to represent documents)
and query result presentation(adapt representation according to dif-
ferent needs). Their query decomposition method can be executed
in 2 different ways:

• Top-down: solves set covering problem with either greedy or
LP(Linear Programming) algorithms. Each query has it own
weight given by its coherence with the topic, percentage of
documents covered compared to the original query, percentage
of insignificant documents covered and its degree of overlap
with other queries.

• Bottom-up: original query result set is clusterized in a hier-
archical tree [18] and queries are matched to tree nodes using
a matching-score function that consider all the parameters al-
ready seen for top-down approach

This model has not been tested in large-scale experiments but results
from sample applications were appreciable, with better results from
top-down method

2.2.6 Query diversification through Wikipedia

An interesting user intent analysis attempt can be found in [15]
where the suggested strategy is to exploit the great power of Wikipedia.
This time, the free encyclopedia is addressed for its articles and not
for its disambiguation pages, as seen in 2.2.2.

The paper deals with 3 types of challenge

• Semantic Representation: precisely define semantic repre-
sentation able to understand user intents. This is currently
done using query logs with the obvious drawback of the huge
amount of data needed for a meaningful analysis

• Domain coverage: understand which domains a query falls in,
traditionally done with query logs as well

• Semantic Interpretation: consider the possibility that same
syntactic may correspond to different semantic. For instance,
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searching ”Steve Jobs” does not have to be associated with jobs
as working careers

Each intent domain for a query is mapped as a set of Wikipedia
article and category based on close elements. For example, the do-
main ”Travel” has sibling elements as ”Hotel” and ”Car Rental”
and linked elements like ”Travel Agencies”. From this set, a tree
showing its hierarchy is built, giving a score to each concept ac-
cording to Markov random walk algorithm. Exploiting these scores
and a probabilistic model for user intent based on previous query
logs, best sub-queries are selected. A problem may arise if the query
can’t be easily mapped to Wikipedia domains. In this case queries
are linked to most related concepts using ESA(Explicit Semantic
Analysis) [11] which performs a semantic analysis on keywords. If
the query is too ambiguous even for ESA, the proposed algorithm
is not applied to avoid meaningless results.

2.3 Diversification over unstructured data

Like we have already seen in section 2.5, diversification on unstruc-
tured document, like most web pages, is extremely difficult to de-
velop lacking a framework to map query keywords. Nevertheless we
can take advantage of certain feature characterizing these kinds of
documents like their category or the information they carry. This
knowledge is not always given a-priori and many assumption are
often needed to model these algorithms.

This section deals with unstructured document diversification. This
topic may seem irrelevant to our work but proposed models, adapt-
able with few expedients, lay the basis for algorithms used for struc-
tured diversification (like we will see for MMR in section 3.4.3).

2.3.1 Intent-aware document diversification

In [2], the authors propose an algorithm for diversification on un-
structured documents called IA-select where the IA stands for ”In-
tent Aware” since it considers users intention in the result set com-
putation. The idea is to take advantage of the knowledge of topics
the query or documents refers to, hence documents are mapped to
a taxonomy of category.
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The approach is probabilistic and assumes the knowledge of the dis-
tribution of user intent over categories which is a strong assumption
on most systems. To formalize the model, we call P (c|q) the prob-
ability that query q refers to category c and we assume to have
complete knowledge i.e.

∑
c P (c|q) = 1. We also define V (d|q, c)

as the value of document d for query q intended for category c,
corresponding to the likelihood of a particular document to satisfy
the user with a specific intent(category). Like most diversification
algorithms, the objective of IA-Select is to maximize the probability
that the average user finds at least one useful result in top-k ones
and this problem is well known to be NP-hard, hence this method is
a greedy approximation exploiting sub-modularity of P (c|q). Sub-
modularity is a particular property, often used in economics, that
implies a greater benefits adding a document to a small collection
rather then adding it to a large one. Considering this property and
the assumption that the conditioned probabilities of 2 documents
satisfying the user are independent, IA-select define its scoring func-
tion as:

Score(d) = V (d|q, c) ∗ U(c|q, S) (2.1)

where U(c|q, S) is the conditioned probability that query q belongs
to category c, given that all the documents in S (set of already
selected documents) failed to satisfy the user. For each iteration,
the scoring function is computed, the best document is selected and
inserted into S and U(c|q, S) is lowered for all category of the chosen
document, according its value V (d|q, c).
Being a greedy algorithm, IA-Select does not grant optimality of
its output but in the case where all documents belong to a single
category. The resulting set is still a sub-optimal approximation
computed in polynomial time. Agrawal et al. [2] also adapt standard
information retrieval metrics to consider user intent:

• IA-NDCG(Q,k)=
∑

cNDCG(Q, k|c) ∗ P (c|q)
• MRR-IA(Q,k)=

∑
cMRR(Q, k|c) ∗ P (c|q)

• MAP-IA(Q,k)=
∑

cMAP (Q, k|c) ∗ P (c|q)
where Q is a ranked result set of documents. NDCG will be further
discussed later in 4.1 since a modified version has been used for the
quantitative testing phase while MRR and MAP were not used at
all. Just to give a brief explanation mean reciprocal rank(MRR) is
defined as
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MRR =
1

Q

Q∑
i=0

1

ranki
(2.2)

where Q is a sample of queries, while mean average precision (MAP)
can be expressed as

MAP =

∑N
r=1 P (r) ∗ rel(r)

number of relevant documents
(2.3)

where r is the rank, N the number of document retrived,rel() a
binary function of the relevance of a given rank and P(r) precision
at a given cut-off rank is equal to:

P (r) =
|relevant retrieved documens of rank r or less|

r
(2.4)

In the initial phases of our work, IA-Select was considered but due
its strong assumptions, it was ignored for any further implementa-
tion.

2.3.2 Maximal marginal relevance

A really valuable work for our thesis is [6] since it introduces the con-
cept of maximal marginal relevance(MMR). A document has high
marginal relevance if it’s both relevant and contains minimal similar-
ity compared to previously selected documents. From this definition
it is clear that MMR is composed by two dimensions, relevance and
diversity, and they are linked according to the equation:

MMR = arg max
Di∈R\S

(λSim1(Di, Q)− (1− λ) max
Dj∈S

Sim2(Di, Dj))

(2.5)

where Di is the document we are computing marginal relevance
for,Q the query executed, R the set retrieved for Q, S the set of
already selected items, λ the trade-off parameter and Sim1 and
Sim2 are two similarity function. The idea behind equation 2.5 is
to create a trade-off, through λ, between the two function Sim1

and Sim2, respectively the similarity between i-th document and
the query and between same document and already selected ones.
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Sim1 and Sim2 can even be the same function. Given equation 2.5,
MMR computes incrementally standard ranked list for λ = 1 and
maximal diversity ranking for λ = 0. For λ values in [0,1], a linear
combination of both criteria is optimized. [6] suggests as an effective
search strategy to start with a small λ to cover the information space
and to increase its value to drill-down on a refined query.

The application scope Carbonell and Goldstein use MMR for is doc-
ument summarization but the algorithm is easily adaptable to multi-
domain case as shown in section 3.4.3 where MMR is implemented
with a slightly different equation.

2.3.3 Information nugget model

Clarke et al. in [8] consider diversification problem in an inter-
esting way. They show how current information retrieval metrics,
like MAP and NDCG, fail in modern systems since they consider
each document relevance as independent from other documents one.
They state the probability ranking principle as:

Definition 1. If an IR system’s response to each query is a rank-
ing of documents in order of decreasing probability of relevance, the
overall effectiveness of the system to its user will be maximized

but take it is as a starting point to define a new effectiveness crite-
rion considering diversification as well. Their model consider user
information need as a set of nuggets, any binary property as a piece
of information or topic. Both user need u and document d are com-
posed of nuggets so that u, d ⊆ N with N = n1, . . . , nm where ni
identify a single nugget. Given this model, a document d can be
considered relevant if it contains at least one nugget from query q:
P (ni ∈ d), the probability that document d includes nugget ni is
equal to

P (ni ∈ d) =

{
α if J(d, i) = 1

0 else

where J(d,i)=1 if the assessor has judged that document d contains
nugget i. α ∈ [0, 1] is a constant considering the possibility of human
error in the judgment.
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To formulate a suitable objective function for this nugget based
approach a strong assumption has to be made: ni ∈ u and nj 6=i ∈ u
have to be considered as independent, i.e. nuggets forming the user
need are not correlated. Under this assumption we have that

P (R = 1|u, d) = 1−
m∏
i=1

(1− P (ni ∈ u)αJ(d, i)) (2.6)

where R is a random variable representing relevance. Without any
knowledge of user preferences, it is reasonable to make the assump-
tion that all nuggets are independent and equally likely to be rele-
vant hence we can set P (ni ∈ u) = γ with γ constant for all i and
equation 2.6 becomes:

P (R = 1|u, d) = 1−
m∏
i=1

(1− γαJ(d, i)) (2.7)

So far we have found the equation(2.7) to find the document to be
ranked first. We need now to consider the lower benefits of adding
a document with already selected nuggets compared to one com-
pletely new. To attain this, we define the probability that the user
is interested in ni considering already selected ones:

P (ni ∈ u|d1, . . . , dk−1) = P (ni ∈ u)
k−1∏
j=1

P (ni /∈ dj) (2.8)

and ri,k−1 as the number of documents ranked up to position k-1
judged t contain ni:

ri,k−1 =
k−1∑
j=1

J(dj, i) (2.9)

Considering ri,0 = 0, we have that

k−1∏
j=1

P (ni /∈ dj) = (1− α)ri,k−1 (2.10)

We can finally define equation 2.7 for subsequent documents as
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P (Rk = 1|u, d1, . . . , dk) = 1−
m∏
i=1

(1−γαJ(dk, i)(1−α)ri,k−1) (2.11)

In addition to this model, [8] also provides its own adaptation of
α-NDCG metric where k-th element of gain vector is equal to

G[k] =
m∑
i=1

J(dk, i)(1− α)ri,k−1 (2.12)

This metrics can be adapted to multi-domain context, as we will see
in section 4.1. Overall, Carbonell and Goldstein set an interesting
framework for document diversification despite the strong assump-
tion made in the formalization.

2.4 Diversification over structured documents

Recent studies have proven that 50% of keyword searches on the
web are for information exploration purposes [20], and inherently
have multiple relevant results. Such queries are classified as infor-
mational queries, where a user would like to investigate, evaluate,
compare and synthesize multiple relevant results for information dis-
covery and decision making. In contrast are the navigational queries,
whose intent is to reach a particular website. Without the help of
tools that can automatically or semi-automatically analyze multiple
results, a user has to manually read, comprehend, and analyze the
results in informational queries. Such process can be time consum-
ing, labor-intensive, error prone or even infeasible. Text documents
are unstructured, making it extremely difficult if not impossible to
develop a tool that automatically compares the semantics of two
documents. Structured data can have meta information, presenting
a potential way to enable result comparison.

2.4.1 Desiderata, limitations and optimality

Structured search result differentiation has been addressed by Liu et
al. [1][20], using an XML relational database for their experiments.
The main idea was to use markups in the XML language to identify
the features of different items, intended as tuple attributes, to enable
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a later comparison between those objects. Let assume we want
to compare an ”apple” with an ”orange”, and we are operating
within the same table. Those items are distinguishable by attributes
such as ”size”, ”color”, ”isFruit”,and so on. In relational databases,
though, other attributes may also be present, especially when the
compared items belong to different tables. Those ”other” attributes
may not be significant for this specific comparison, but essential for
others. Knowing in advance the needed attributes to enable the
comparison between objects or adopting (if exist!) a method for
identifying those attributes, will allow the system to easily identify
similar and diverse results.

The author of this paper first defined Differentiation Feature Set
(DFS) as the list of attributes needed for the comparison. They then
identify three desiderata of selecting DFS from search results and
propose an objective function to quantify the degree of differentia-
tion among a set of DFSs. Identifying valid features that maximize
the objective function given a size limit is an NP-hard problem and
therefore they suggest two local optimality criteria which judge the
quality of an algorithm for selecting DFSs: single-swap optimality
and multi-swap optimality

Each differentiation feature set should have

1. limited size

2. reasonable summary

3. maximal differentiation

Maximal differentiation is the optimization goal in generating DFSs,
limited size and reasonable summary are necessary conditions. The
limited size helps users to compare search results, and enable them
to be quickly differentiate. Summarizing query results means cap-
turing only the main characteristics within the maximum set of at-
tributes in which the DFS can be found. Otherwise, the differences
shown in two differentiation feature sets do not reflect the actual
differences.

Differentiability of DFSs : two results are comparable by their DFSs
if their DFSs have common features types. Two results are differ-
entiable if the DFSs have different characteristics of those shared
feature types.

The diversification problem is therefore moved to the DFS construc-
tion, which is proven to be NP-hard.
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Two properties become important from this point of view:

Single Swap optimality A set of DFSs is single-swap optimal for
query results R1;R2 . . . Rn; if, by changing or adding one feature
in a DFS Di or Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, while keeping valid(Di, Ri, p)
and | Di | ≤ L, their degree of differentiation, DoD (D1,D2,
. . . ,Dn), cannot increase.

Multi Swap optimality A set of DFSs is multi-swap optimal for
query results R1;R2 . . . Rn; if, by making any changes to a DFS
Di or Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, while keeping valid (Di, Ri, p) and | Di |
≤ L, DoD (D1,D2, . . . ,Dn), cannot increase.

Single-swap optimality guarantees that the DoD of a set of DFSs
won’t increase by changing one feature in a DFS. On the contrary,
multi-swap optimality requires that the DoD cannot increase by
changing any number of features in a DFS.

In conclusions: the paper presented addresses the novel problem
of designing tools that automatically differentiate structured search
results. Thus relieve users from labor intensive procedures of man-
ually checking and comparing potentially large results. The notions
of Differentiation Feature Set (DFS) for each result and the Degree
of Differentiation (DoD) became useful to identify three desider-
ata for good DFSs: differentiability, validity and small size. The
problem of constructing DFSs that are valid and can maximally
differentiate a set of results within a size bound is an NP-hard. To
provide practical solutions, two local optimality criteria, single-swap
optimality and multi-swap optimality were proposed. In our work
we use similar optimality criteria, adjusting their concepts to adapt
in a multi-domain environment and maintaining the properties of
differentiability and validity (DFS desiderata).

2.4.2 Trees of diversity

As seen in the previous section, a possible approach is to make the
user specify queries that can be factorized into subqueries covering
different domains [38]. If we ask users to specify queries through a
form interface that allows a mix of structured and content-based se-
lection conditions, it would be possible to divide the results into dif-
ferent domains instead of subqueries. Intuitively, the goal of diverse
query answering is to return a representative set of top-k answers
[14][16] from all the tuples that satisfy the user selection condition.
For example, if a user is searching for cars and we can only display
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five results, we wish to return cars from five different models, as
opposed to returning cars from only one or two models. Obviously
if the user is more interested into different sellers for the same car
model, the diversification we are about to suggest is to consider as
counterproductive, but it will be always possible to specify this kind
of user intent with a proper query specification.

Now consider items stored in relational databases as tuples. A query
Q on a relation R is a conjunction or disjunction of two kinds of
predicates: scalar predicates (in the form of ”attribute” = ”value”)
and keyword predicates (in the form ”keyword” is contained into
”attribute”). Vee et al. suggest to adopt an ordering on attributes
to evaluate the diversity of a set.

A diversity ordering of a relation R with attributes A1, A2 . . . An , is
a total ordering of all the attributes within A. In the car example, we
can define a diversity ordering on the attributes ”Color”, ”Model”,
”Maker”, ”Year” as

Make ≺ Model ≺ Color ≺ Year.

A score can be associated to each tuple, evaluating that tuple with
respect to both the query Q and the diversity order just specified.
This score can be the result of different similarity functions. The
easiest to use is

f(x) =

{
1 if the tuples have the same value for a certain attribute
0 otherwise

Since there is an order for the attributes, it is possible to choose dif-
ferent similarity functions, with tighter or more loose scopes, as well
as a more specific definition for the attributes ( leveling), depending
of the system needs.

In the given example, since model precedes color, it wouldn’t be
possible to receive a set of different color for the same model if
different models were still available for the selection. Unfortunately,
it is not always possible to define such ordering in our situation
(Section 5.1)

Nevertheless, this criterion allows to easily measure diversity be-
tween any two sets. Those can be defined as diverse if all the at-
tributes until a certain depth (level), take different value one from
the other.
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Vee et al. propose an algorithm based on Dewey tree. Each item
is assigned a unique id, using the Dewey encoding [41]. Every leaf
value is obtained by traversing the tree top down and assigning a
different integer to siblings. They use a WAND-like algorithms [39]
to get the first item satisfying the query returned.

There are four version of the algorithm: one-pass unscored, one-pass
scored, unscored probing and scored probing.

one-pass unscored left to right traversal, without going back, us-
ing only ”next” calls, query Q, requesting K items, the tentative
result set starts as the first of the k item is matching the query
Q. Then it can skip to the next dewey id that could possibly
improve the diversity in their tentative result set. Repeat until
no more items match the query. Key steps of this approach is
to decide how far to skip in the dewey tree, and how to decide
which element to remove from the tentative tree to make room
for the latest item found (like a ”branch and bound knapsack”
problem).

one-pass scored the skipping phase is ruled by this: skip only to
the smallest of the original Dewey id and the next item whose
score is greater than or equal to the minimum score among
items in the current result set.

unscored probing probes the dewey tree searching the branch that
will be most beneficial in generating a diverse result set(”next”
and ”prev” here implies left-to-right navigation followed by
right-to-left on ”children”).

In conclusions: Vee et al. have formalized diversity in structured
search and proposed inverted list algorithms (proven to be scalable
and efficient). Diversity is achieved through little overhead and can
be implemented on relational databases as well as other structured
documents. The natural extension of their approach is to produce
weighted results by assigning weights to the different attributes or
to different attribute values. Our work goes toward this direction,
using as main distance between tuple single or multiple attributes
(see diversity measures in section 4.1 ) and setting the basis for a
future refinement where the weight of the attributes can be decided
by the user itself.
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2.4.3 User preferences over relational databases

Keyword-based searches may return an overwhelming number of re-
sults, often loosely related to the user intent. In [34], the authors
propose a way to personalize keyword database searches by utiliz-
ing user preferences. Query results are ranked based on both their
relevance to the query and their preference degree for the user. To
further increase the quality of results, they consider two new metrics
that evaluate the goodness of the result as a set, namely coverage
of many user interests and content diversity. An algorithm for pro-
cessing preference queries that uses the preferential order between
keywords to direct the joining of relevant tuples from multiple rela-
tions.

In relational databases, existing keyword search approaches exploit
the database schema or the given database instance to retrieve tu-
ples relevant to the keywords of the query. Keyword search is in-
trinsically ambiguous. Personalizing keyword search means giving
to different users different results, based on their personal interests.
Preferences can be considered as choices in different context. Let
consider for example the movie domain, and a database with ”Di-
rector”, ”Actors” and ”Genres” as attributes.
A user can specify two, contrasting, preferences,valid under pre-
cise conditions:

“Oldman“ ≺ “Allen“ when genre = “Thriller“
“Allen“ ≺ “Oldman“ when genre = “Comedy“.

Preferences may be specified ad-hoc during the query formulation
(forms) but can also be created automatically, based on explicit
(questionnaires) or implicit user feedback (logs). Since keyword
search is often best-effort, given a constraint k on the number of
results, the idea is to combine the order of results as indicated by
the user preferences with their relevance to the query. The algorithm
studied are based on the winnow operator (≺), applied on various
levels to retrieve the most preferable choices at each level.

In conclusions: by extending query-relevance ranking with prefer-
ential ranking, users are expected to receive results that are more
interesting to them. Keeping the simplicity of the keyword search
paradigm and selecting k representative results that cover many user
interests and exhibit small overlap is the right choice for maximising
the user satisfaction.
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2.4.4 User preferences, items competition and trade-offs

Another way to treat diversity is to consider all attributes as equally
weighted. Feng et al [26] propose a framework which operates un-
der this hypothesis. They propose MAPS - a personalized Multi-
Attribute Probabilistic Selection framework which integrates trade-
offs and preferences. The MAPS framework consists of four key com-
ponents: the inter-attribute tradeoff, the inter-item competition,
the personalized user preferences, or the probability-based ranking
scores.

1. First, given a set of items to be ranked, they use a visual angle
model to map multi-attribute items into points (stars) in the
corresponding multidimensional space (sky).

2. Second, the dominating area of an item in the preference space
is defined to model the inter-item competition. The concept of
dominating area is based on two observations: items which have
similar attribute values are ”neighbors” in the preference space,
compete with each other to be a user’s best choice. Plus, as the
items become farther apart from one another, the competition
between them reduces.

3. Third, using a density function over the whole preference space,
they infer where the best choice will more likely reside given a
user’s personal preferences .

4. Finally, the probability of each item being a user’s best choice
can be calculated as the integral of the user’s density function
over each item’s dominating area.

In conclusion: the MAPS framework suggests the use of users pref-
erences combined with the inter-item competition and probability-
based ranking altogether to estimate the best and most diverse user
choices. As side effect of their work, they prove that the set of
attributes that can really affect users’ decision is typically much
smaller than the one provided by most existing systems, and our
work have taken this result in consideration.

2.5 Related Works conclusion

Diversification is a problem studied in several fields: economics the-
ories, recommendation systems [44] and multimedia search engines
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use diversification concepts to improve the performances of their
tasks.

The portfolio diversification theory aims at reducing the risks and
maximizing revenues spreading the investments over different stock
options. Recommendation systems use diversification to provide
suggestions to users [42], computing similarity measures on items
and images. For shopping recommendation systems, items similar
to those bought or viewed by the user are suggested. Image di-
versification is divided in two paradigms: suggest resembling the
contents of viewed images [35], or uses community based tags to
return look-alike and similar pictures [36].

Interesting researches on mixing diversification with user preferences
have been made [22]. Since the data structure can be seen as skylines
of attributes and values, diversity and similarity assume different
meanings and interpretations [21].

As seen in this chapter, diversification possibilities and uses are
almost boundless, therefore addressed from different perspectives.
Our work intends to discover its utilization within the SeCo project
scope.
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Chapter 3

Framework

To understand topics discussed in this work , it is useful to con-
sider its framework. This chapter is divided in four sections. The
first section introduces a formalization of the diversification prob-
lem, the second focuses on the notions of relevance and diversity,
the third provides insights on the tested algorithms and the last
one is about dataset structure used for quantitative and qualitative
testing phases.

3.1 Problem formalization

A proper problem formalization is needed in order to explain algo-
rithms in a clear way. The first basic concept to define is multi-
domain query. Let R1, R2, . . . , Rn be a set of relations where Ri

denotes the result set obtained as output querying a web search ser-
vice σi. Each tuple ti ∈ Ri =< a1i , a

2
i , . . . , a

mi
i > has the schema

Ri(A
1
i : D1

i , . . . , A
mi
i : Dmi

i ), where Ami
i is an attribute of relation Ri

and Dmi
i is the domain associated to the result set. This work con-

siders two kind of domains: categorial and quantitative ones. The
former implies only binary values, comparable with equality tests,
while for the latter, values are set up in vector within a given metric
space. This division will be further discussed in section 3.3. Given
these premises, we can define a multi-domain query over search ser-
vices σ1 . . . σn as the join query q= R1 1 · · · 1 Rn over relations
R1, . . . , Rn with an arbitrary join predicate.

Another important notion to qualify is the combination one: we
call combination an element of the join τ = t1 1 · · · 1 tn =<
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a11, a
2
1, . . . , a

m1
1 , . . . , a1n, a

2
n, . . . , a

mn
n >, and result set R the set of

combinations satisfying query q.

3.2 Relevance

Most well known search approaches, like Google one, are based on
relevance notion: the objective is to return to users a list of results
ranked according to their importance. The relevance function can be
formalized as S(τ, q) normalized in [0,1] where τ is the combination
under exam and q is the query performed to get the result set.
This sorting can be achieved as a simple SQL ordering on one or
multiple attributes or based upon user preferences. In both cases
the resulting setR′ has a monotonically decreasing relevance scoring
i.e. S(τk, q) > S(τk+1, q) where τk is the k-th combination in R′. In
case of multi-domain queries this function is not immediate, since
it’s based on attributes belonging to different sets.

An example can help: suppose we have a multi-domain query q
selecting combinations of museums, restaurants and hotels in Milan
and we order it by relevance. In this situation we probably want to
use different aggregation functions for different attributes: for the
”total price” sum() is an obvious choice, but for the ”global rating”,
avg() would make more sense; if we have to consider ”geographical
distance”, a complex function is need to be used instead. Each
attribute can require a different aggregation function, as explained
in section 3.5.

3.3 Diversity

The new paradigm introduced by multi-domain query has added a
further dimension to relevance in order to satisfy user needs. Us-
ing as example the query seen in 3.2 and sorting by ”price”, we
may see an extremely homogeneous set since a really cheap hotel or
restaurant would dominate the others and as consequence would be
repeated many times in the top-k elements. Such result set is low
valuable and repetitive, since a better coverage of museums/restau-
rants/hotels would be more interesting for the user. This is the
typical situation where diversification plays a key role, attempting
to reorder the set, to increase its variety. Two types of diversity
can be identified: categorial diversity, where the distance between
combinations is computed as binary, i.e. equality is compared, and
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quantitative diversity where the diversity can be obtained using vec-
tors in a metric space. To understand these concepts, consider two
combinations τu and τv and define δ : RXR as the diversity func-
tion, normalized as usual in [0, 1] to be compared with relevance
one.

3.3.1 Categorial diversity

Given the background just introduced, we can define categorial di-
versity as:

δ(τu, τv) = 1− 1

n

n∑
i=0

1vi(τu)=vi(τv) (3.1)

where n is the number of relations Ri, 1 is the indicator function
that returns 1 if the predicate is satisfied, 0 otherwise, and vi(τ) =

[aj1,1i , . . . , aji,dii ]T is the projection of the combination τ on the subset

Aji,1i , . . . , Aji,dii of di attributes of the relation Ri

Despite the apparent complexity of the equation, the principle is re-
ally simple: categorial distance between two combinations is given
by the normalized comparison between examined attributes. For in-
stance, if the combinations are composed by the relations hotel/restau-
rant/museum and we want to compute the distance between τu =
{H1, R1,M1} and τu = {H1, R2,M2} where Hi, Ri,Mi are primary
keys of each relation, we have δ(τu, τv) = 1−1

3
(1+0+0) = 2

3
. We used

the primary keys as diversification attributes as they are suitable for
categorial diversification, especially since our aim is to return most
differentiated instances for top-k results. Other suitable attributes
for this kind of diversification are categorial ones, like restaurant or
museum types, or the services offered by hotels.

3.3.2 Quantitative diversity

Quantitative diversity can be defined as:

δ(τu, τu) =
1

δmax

p

√√√√ d∑
l=1

wl|vl(τu)− vl(τv)|p (3.2)
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where δmax is a normalization constant, vi(τ) is the same as in the
categorial diversity case, d is the length of v(τ) = [v1(τ), . . . , vn(τ)]T

and w1, . . . , wd are user-defined weights. This kind of diversity has
the form of weighed lp − norm of the difference between v(τu) and
v(τu) and the normalization constant we used for testings is the
maximum distance between couple of combinations in the set.

An example is useful to understand equation 3.2: let p=1 (Manhat-
tan norm), wl=1 and v(τ) = [HRating(τ), RRating(τ),MRating(τ)],
distance between tuple τu and τv is computed using v(τu) = [35, 25, 0]
and v(τv) = [36, 25, 2] and it’s equal to δ(τu, τv) = 1+0+2

δmax
. This dis-

tance metric is more dependent on the attribute value distribution
than the previous one. Data structure, in fact, can greatly influence
the effects of algorithms.

3.4 Algorithms

Let’s now examine the tested algorithms. Since diversification prob-
lem is NP-Hard [24], these approaches are all greedy approximations
whose quality needs to be verified, as done in the testing phase.
Greedy algorithms are usually iterative and do not grant optimality
of the solution. Although they adopt different scoring functions to
determine the best combination, they are all based onto the same
principle: create a trade-off between relevance and diversity using a
tunable parameter[19]. Modifying this parameter ensures the possi-
bility to easily adapt and apply them to different situations, covering
a great variety of circumstances.

3.4.1 MaxSum

The first two examined algorithms, MaxSum and MaxMin are pre-
sented in [12]. The aim of selecting top-k most relevant and di-
verse combination is formalized as the following optimization prob-
lem:

R∗k = arg max
Rk⊆R,|Rk|=K

F (Rk, S(., q), δ(., .)) (3.3)

where F(.) is an objective function suitable for our purpose since
takes into account both the properties we are interested into. [12]
proposes the following function for MaxSum:
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F (Rk) = (K − 1)
∑
τ∈Rk

S(τ, q) + 2λ
∑

τu,τv∈Rk

δ(τu, τv) (3.4)

where S(τ ,q) and δ(τu, τv) are respectively the relevance and the
diversity component, and λ ∈ [0, 1] is the trade-off parameter in-
between them.

As mentioned, this problem is NP-Hard by its definition, hence 3.4
applied to 3.3 won’t return an optimal solution in polynomial time.
MaxSum greedy approximations can give a sub-optimal solution. The
idea is to iterate over all combinations, seeking for the one which
maximises the scoring function and, as a consequence, is both the
most relevant and diverse among selected items.

In MaxSum (Algorithm 1), the scoring function δ’ depends on the
sum of the examined couple τu, τv relevance plus the distance be-
tween its elements as in following:

δ′(τu, τv) = S(τu, q) + S(τv, q) + 2λδ(τu, τv) (3.5)

For each iteration, two combinations are selected with a distance
varying with λ. Ideally when λ = 1 selected couples should be
composed by the ones with a sufficiently high relevance which are
also the most diverse elements among all.

Algorithm 1: Greedy algorithm for MaxSum .

Input : Set of combinations R, K
Output: Selected combinations RK
begin

Define δ′(τu, τv) = S(τu, q) + S(τv, q) + 2λδ(τu, τv)
Initialize the set RK = ∅, U = R
for c = 1 : bK/2c do

Find (τu, τv) = arg maxx,y∈U δ
′(x, y)

Set RK = RK ∪ {τu, τv}
Set U = U \ {τu, τv}

end
If K is odd, add an arbitrary combination to RK
return Rk

end

This selection method has a huge drawback: the tuples selection
at each iteration is independent from any previous steps. The se-
lected tuples are not influenced by already selected ones, i.e. at a
certain iteration it may happen to select two tuples very different
one another, but almost identical to some couple chosen in previous
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iterations (Algorithm 1). This approach has the risk of obtaining a
set even worse than the starting one.

This case is relevant especially when considering binary distance, as
we will see in Chapter 5.

3.4.2 MaxMin

MaxMin (Algorithm 2) and MaxSum try to solve the same opti-
mization problem (3.3). In this case the function proposed by [12]
is

F (Rk) = min
τ∈Rk

S(τ, q) + λ min
τu,τv∈Rk

δ(τu, τv) (3.6)

while the scoring function used for its greedy approximation is

δ′(τu, τv) =
1

2
(S(τu, q) + S(τv, q)) + λδ(τu, τv) (3.7)

balancing once again the trade-off between the two dimensions.

On MaxMin first iteration, two tuples are chosen with a MaxSum-
like method: the most diverse among all are selected and placed
in the result set. Then in each round is extracted the item which
maximizes δ′ , i.e. the item with minimum distance from already se-
lected objects and maximal relevances. Both MaxSum and MaxMin
behave in the same way at λ variation: the closer λ is to 1, the more
importance is given to diversity.

Algorithm 2: Greedy algorithm for MaxMin .

Input : Set of combinations R,K
Output: Selected combinations RK
begin

Define δ′(τu, τv) = 1
2 (S(τu, q) + S(τv, q)) + λδ(τu, τv)

Initialize the set RK = ∅
Find (τu, τv) = arg maxx,y∈R δ

′(x, y) and set RK = {τu, τv}
while |RK | < K do

τ∗ = arg maxτ∈R\RK
minx∈RK

δ′(τ, x)
Set RK = RK ∪ {τ∗}

end
return Rk

end
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3.4.3 MMR

The third algorithm uses Maximal Marginal Relevance(MMR , Algorithm
3) as objective function [6], a method based following the scoring
criterion:

MMR = arg max
Di∈R\S

λSim1(Di, Q)−(1−λ) max
Dj∈S

Sim2(Di, Dj) (3.8)

We have modified this function, using S(τ, q) as relevance compo-
nent and changing the second part to use diversity instead of simi-
larity ( this has the effect of turn the minus into a plus since higher
value of δ increase the tuple score). After this adaptation, the scor-
ing function is in the form:

τ ∗ = arg max
τ∈R Rk

λS(τ, q) + (1− λ) min
x∈Rk

δ(τ, x) (3.9)

As from equation 3.7, MMR is very similar to MaxMin, with the
main difference in the scoring function. Compared with previous
algorithm MMR can also give higher importance to diversity than to
relevance since λ is in this approach a trade-off parameter effecting
both properties, while in MaxSum and MaxMin it only affects the
diversity component.

Algorithm 3: Greedy algorithm for MMR .

Input : Set of combinations R,K
Output: Selected combinations RK
begin

Initialize the set RK = ∅
Find τ = arg maxx∈R S(τ, q)
Set RK = {τ}
while |RK | < K do

τ∗ = arg maxτ∈R\RK
λS(τ, q) + (1− λ) minx∈RK

δ(τ, x)
Set RK = RK ∪ {τ∗}

end
return Rk

end

3.4.4 MaxCov

The last algorithm is proposed in [31] and is called MaxCov (Algorithm
4) since it attempts to attain the maximum coverage over result set
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choices both in binary(categorial) and attribute-based (quantita-
tive) case. Its steps are identical to MMR except for the objective
function having λ as exponential for the relevance part:

τ ∗ = arg max
τ∈R\RK

S(τ, q)λ ∗ min
x∈RK

δ(τ, x) (3.10)

In [31] the relevance function is called DOM and represents the
degree of matching between the query q and service R, which is easy
to relate to ”S(τ ,q)” we introduced before. The concept of diversity
in their work is defined as coverage error between a service S and a
sub-set Sk of query results, computed as:

cerr(S,Sk) = min
S′∈Sk

δ(S, S ′) (3.11)

which is once again similar to the concept of diversity we use, in the
definition of δ, computed as in 3.3.

Algorithm 4: Greedy algorithm for MaxCov .

Input : Set of combinations R,K
Output: Selected combinations RK
begin

Initialize the set RK = ∅
Find τ = arg maxτ∈R S(τ, q)
Set RK = {τ}
while |RK | < K do

τ∗ = arg maxτ∈R\RK
S(τ, q)λ ∗minx∈RK

δ(τ, x)
Set RK = RK ∪ {τ∗}

end
return Rk

end

3.5 Datasets

In order to test algorithms described in 3.4, we designed and cre-
ated 3 datasets: Rome, Milan and University. The first two are
composed by hotels, restaurant and museums from the homonym
cities in Italy, the last one contains information on universities, flats
and demographical information from the U.S.. Rome set has been
used for training purposes only, while extensive analysis have been
performed over Milan and University set. Since Rome and Milan
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sets have identical structure, we will describe only one, implying all
considerations to be valid for the other as well.

Set attributes were chosen in order to create realistic situations for
the qualitative evaluation (Section 5). The first scenario, called
Night Out (N.0), is based upon Milan dataset. We imagined a pos-
sible visitor to the city of Milan. This hypothetical user is seeking
for a classical touristic experience. He is interested in visiting a
museum, having dinner in a restaurant and spend the night in a
close hotel. Information such as the total price of the evening, the
distance to cover between sites, the quality of the hotel and opening
hours , can be useful for the user choice. We tried to imagine all
his interests and needs, and modeled the datasets (and test) conse-
quently. To answer the requirements, information range from single
prices (i.e. ”museum cost”) to global distance ratio (i.e. distance
with the train station), from the hotel offered services to the restau-
rant category.

The second scenario, called Study Abroad (S.A), is based on a clas-
sical study-abroad experience, where the user has to decide where
to study and where to live for the next years. In this situation the
hypothetical student might be interested in the quality of the uni-
versity and its field of studies, the campus life, the cost of the flat
and many attributes we included in set 3.5.

To be as realistic as possible, we built these sets extracting informa-
tion from existing, reliable websites and data.

3.5.1 Milan set

The Milan dataset has been composed picking 50 tuples for each
service (hotels, museum and restaurants) and performing a full-join
to obtain 125,000 total combinations. This amount of data gave us a
good variety of choice, but also lead to few computational problems
(explained in Chapter 4) that forced us to use smaller subsets during
the qualitative analysis.

For this set, web sources were:

• Milano da bere[www.milanodabere.it] for restaurants

• TripAdvisor[www.tripadvisor.it] for hotels and restaurants

• ZeroDelta[www.zerodelta.net/milano-musei.php] for museums

• Milan municipality[www.comune.milano.it] for museums
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• Venere[www.venere.com] for hotels

• Hotel Milano[www.hotelmilano.com] for hotels

• Booking[www.booking.com] for hotels

From an attribute prospective, all datasets were built to ensure a
good range of possibilities both for categorial and quantitative dis-
tance(section 3.3).

Figure 3.1: Structure of Milan set combinations with attributes and their type.

Milan set attributes are proposed in figure 3.1, and here described:

Id A unique number used to distinguish entities
Name Entity name, used to identify the service item

as well
Address Entity address used to retrieve geographic co-

ordinates
Latitude,

Longitude

Geographic coordinates to compute distances

Category Hotel: B&B, Residence ,Hotel , Apartment
Museum: Artistic, Historical, Archaeologic, etc.
Restaurant: Italian,Chinese,American, etc.
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AvgRating Average rating by users. Hotel has also the
attribute reviewers, indicating the number of
people who expressed their opinion

Price,

FullFee,

ReducedFee

Hotel: lowest price
Museum: full\reduced entry fee
Restaurant: average cost for a meal

Stars Number of hotel stars, usable as a quality indi-
cator

Places Number of seats available in the restaurant
Morning,

Afternoon,

Evening,

Lunch,

Dinner

Boolean values indicating museum (Morning,
Afternoon, Evening) and restaurant (Lunch,
Dinner) opening periods

WeekHours,

WeekendHours,

LunchHours,

DinnerHours

Opening and meal times for museum and
restaurant respectively

IdealFor A set of boolean attributes pointing out who
the suggested public for the restaurant is: cou-
ples, parties, business,etc.

Services A set of boolean attributes indicating services
offered
Hotel: Air Conditioning, Safe, Wi-fi, etc.
Museum: Laboratory, Parking Area, Shop, etc.
Restaurant: Credit card, Summer opening, Dis-
able friendly, etc.

The above attributes were all referred to single services (for instance
stars is related only to the hotel service, places only to restaurant
one). After the join operation, 125’000 combinations were obtained,
but we wanted to have attributes able to characterize the whole
combinations rather than single services within. To attain this goal
we added the following attributes to the final set:

Global Id The 3 Ids from each table are joint in a single
one with the purpose of identify a specific com-
bination and each of the specific component at
a glance.
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Distance\Time
by car

Distance and time needed to reach the mu-
seum, the restaurant and the hotel, in this
straight order by car, starting from Milan Cen-
trale train station, according to Google maps
services. This ordering is reasonable when re-
lated to the task ”Plan your weekend in Mi-
lan”, where a tourist would like to spend a day
visiting a museum, then having a dinner in a
not-so-far restaurant and finally get some rest
in a Hotel.

Distance\Time
on foot

Same as the previous one, but the same route is
now performed on foot, which is more plausible
for a foreign tourist.

Total price Sum of hotel, museum and restaurant costs,
useful to obtain the cheapest combination
through a simple ordering.

Average

rating

An average mean of the hotel and restaurant
ratings.

Considering this list of attributes, it is easy to recognize those usable
for a categorial diversification, like ”global” ids and single service
categories, and those appropriate for a quantitative distance. The
latter class groups attributes that can be linked to a high number
of attributes, since the only requirement is the ability to be set up
in a metric space. Distances, prices, ratings and even opening hours
fit to this condition (at most with few adaptations).

3.5.2 University set

The last dataset is composed by U.S. universities and close flats
within the same state. This set was created from 58 U.S. institutes
joined with 1,100 close-by flats, which gave us a final set composed
of 5,100 combinations. Looking at figure 3.2 it is notable that state
is an entity itself but we use it only to add information to the com-
binations rather than to increase variety, hence we won’t consider
categorial diversity on it.

All the data for universities and flats came from the following sources:

• University of California - Machine learning database[archive.ics.uci.edu/]
for universities

• Trulia Real Estate Search[www.trulia.com/] for flats

This set attributes are:
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Figure 3.2: Structure of University set combinations with attributes and their type.

Id A unique number, used to distinguish en-
tities

Name Name for the state or the university
Address Entity address used to retrieve geographic

coordinates and as primary key for flats
Latitude,

Longitude

Geographic coordinates to compute dis-
tances

Price, expenses Flat: monthly rent
University: yearly tuition fee

State Flat and university state, used as join at-
tribute with state name

Bedroom,

bathroom

Number bedrooms and bathrooms in the
flat

Picture An URL linking to the flat picture
Control Management of the university: public of

private
NumberOfStudents,

maleFemaleRatio,

studentyFaculty

Ratio

Statistical data about the total number of
students, male \female ratio and students
per faculty ratio
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Indexes A series of indexes for the university
Percentage Aid :
Admittance: admittance rate
Enrolled : enrollment rate
Academic scale: institute rating
Social scale: social rating
Walkability : livability of the campus with-
out any transport

Field University fields: engineering, biology,
business etc.

Field University fields: engineering, biology,
business etc.

Population,

Births, Deaths

Demographical data for the state

CrimeNumber,

CrimeRate

Total amount and rate per 100,000 inhab-
itants for different crime type: Violent
crime, Murder, Rape, Robbery, Assault,
Property Crime, Burglary, Larceny, Vehi-
cle Theft

As seen in section 3.5.1 for Milan set, additional attributes for fa-
cilitating the join between entities has been created. For University
dataset we have:

Global Id The 2 ids are joint in a single one with the pur-
pose of identify a specific combination.

Distance\Time
by car

Distance and time by car computed by Google
services

Distance\Time
on foot

Same as previous attributes but the same route
is now performed on foot.

Yearly total

price

Total price to spend for a one year period con-
sidering both the flat rent for 12 months and
the university yearly tuition fee.

Quality

Index

A complex quality indicator calculated as a
function of the academic quality score, the
walkability index of a university and the crime
rate in a state.

Attributes suitable for categorial distance are basically the same
already specified for Milan set, i.e. the (universities) ”ids” or the
academic field. Indexes and prices are examples of appropriate at-
tributes for the quantitative diversity for this dataset.
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To summarize, the most important attributes for the two datasets,
used as sorting and diversifying attributes are:

1. Milan dataset

Total price

Total distance

Average rating

2. University dataset

Quality index

Total distance

Yearly total price
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Chapter 4

Quantitative test

In order to test the performance of the algorithms introduced in
section 3.4 on a multi-domain query scenario, we designed a set of
quantitative evaluations. The purpose of these evaluations is to as-
sess if - and how - the adoption of diversification techniques can
improve the quality of a multi-domain result set, using appropriate
evaluation metrics. This chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1
describes the adopted evaluation metrics; Section 4.2 illustrates ex-
periment design and specifications; to conclude, Section 4.3 presents
the results of the evaluation.

4.1 Metrics

Several works addressed diversification as an information retrieval
technique (see Chapter 2). Given that our work lays in a well-
explored research field, we decided to start from well-known evalu-
ation metrics in literature, and adapt them to fit with the require-
ments of our scenario.

Some of these measures have already been discussed in section 2,
within related works, and in some case adaptations have already
been considered. To deal with the new quality paradigm given by
diversity, quality metrics needed to express the idea of novelty, di-
versity, together with relevance and similarity.

Our quantitative tests adopted two evaluation metrics, derived from
those found in [8] and [9]: α-DCG and MD-Recall.
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4.1.1 α-DCG

The α-DCGmetric, introduced in section 2.3.3, is an evolution of
the Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) measure that also takes
into account information novelty. Standard DCG is calculated as
follows:

• Cumulative gain CG[k] is computed as the sum of graded rele-
vance values of all the results in a search-result list till position
k.

CG[k] =
k∑
i=1

reli (4.1)

where reli is the graded relevance of the result at position i

• CG[k] is then discounted to penalize documents appearing lower
in the ordered result set since they require more effort to be
reached. This measure is called discounted cumulative gain:

DCGk =
k∑
i=1

reli
log2i+ 1

(4.2)

• DCG is often normalized to allow comparison between compu-
tations with different queries and normalized discounted cumu-
lative gain is obtained

nDCG[k] =
DCG[k]

IDCG[k]
(4.3)

where IDCG[k] is the ideal DCG at position k. nDCG[k] ranges
into [0,1], being equal to 1 when the result set ordering is the
ideal one.

α-DCG is computed in the same way, changing the gain function
to add novelty as an additional feature [8]. α-DCG defines gain
as:

G[k] =
m∑
i=1

J(dk, i)(1− α)ri,k−1 (4.4)

Section 2.3.3 provides further details about Equation 4.4.
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Table 4.1: Example of the result set model

Hotel Museum Restaurant

H1 M1 R1
H1 M1 R2
H2 M2 R3

We adapted α-DCG to the multi-domain case as follows: an in-
formation nugget is now related with relation identifiers, therefore
m in Equation 4.4 is equal to the number of services invoked by
the query; for instance, in the Milan set described section 3.5.1,
m=3 since there are 3 entities, each one with an identification field.
J(dk, i) is used in [8] to consider the assessor judgment about the
presence of an information nugget. In our setting there is no need
for an external judgment since the identity between service ids is
evaluated and can’t produce errors (ids can be either identical or
different when compared one another), thus a safe assumption is to
set J(dk, i) = 1 for all services m.
ri,k−1, that in the original work [8], it now corresponds to the num-
ber of document containing information nugget i till position k− 1,
is interpreted in the multi-domain context as the number of times a
tuple having a given identifier appeared in the result set till position
k − 1.

According to these assumptions and adaptations, α-DCG at position
k can be written as

αDCG[k] =
K∑
k=1

∑n
i=1 J(τk, ti)(1− α)rti,k−1

log2(1 + j)
(4.5)

The following example better details the application of α-DCG in
our context. Consider table 4.1:

Computing DCG with α = 0.5

αDCG[1] =
(1− 0.5)0 + (1− 0.5)0 + (1− 0.5)0

log22
= 3 (4.6)

αDCG[2] = αDCG[1] +
(1− 0.5)1 + (1− 0.5)1 + (1− 0.5)0

log23
= 4.26

(4.7)
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αDCG[3] = αDCG[2] +
(1− 0.5)0 + (1− 0.5)0 + (1− 0.5)0

log24
= 8.01

(4.8)

From 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 some considerations can be made:

• α-DCG[1] is always equal to m, the number of services, since
there can’t be any repetition on the first combination.

• The maximum increment at step k is m
log2(k+1)

, when all the

tuples composing the new combination are all diverse from the
already-selected ones.

4.1.2 MD-Recall

The second metric used for the quantitative tests is suggested in
[9], and derives from recall, one of the most important metric in
information retrieval. Recall is defined as the fraction of documents
relevant to the query that have been successfully retrieved:

Recall =
|{relevant documents} ∩ {retrieved documents}|

|{relevant documents}|
(4.9)

For instance recall = 1 if all the relevant documents have been
retrieved. [43] adapts this metric to documents, considering for the
first time the concept of subtopics.

It is not always obvious how to rank properly a set of documents, in
order to grant a good recall measure based on the their content. In-
tuitively, documents containing different subtopics should be ranked
higher and those covering already included subtopics should be pe-
nalized. In multi-domain search we can assimilate tuple combina-
tions with subtopics, thus S-recall could be a suitable metrics. From
[43]:

S −Recall[K] =
| ∪Ki=1 subtopics(di)|

na
(4.10)

where subtopics(di) is the set of subtopics to which document di is
relevant and na is the number of subtopics for a certain topic T.
Adapting 4.10 to multi-domain field we define multi-domain recall
as:
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MD −RecallK =
n∏
i=1

| ∪Kk=1 R
k
i |

|Ri|
(4.11)

where Ri with i = 1, . . . , n is a relation involved in a multi-domain
query. MR-Recall measures for all the relations Ri the set of distinct
tuples retrieved at position k in the result set compared to the entire
population of relation(|Ri|).
Considering once again table 4.1 as example and supposing all rela-
tions to have cardinality |Ri| = 10:

MD −Recall[1] =
1

10
∗ 1

10
∗ 1

10
= 0.001 (4.12)

MD −Recall[2] =
1

10
∗ 1

10
∗ 2

10
= 0.002 (4.13)

MD −Recall[3] =
2

10
∗ 2

10
∗ 3

10
= 0.012 (4.14)

From 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14 some considerations can be made:

• MD −Recall → 1 if the result set is complete, i.e. it contains
|Ri| different tuples for relation Ri

• Similar to α-DCG,the maximum increment is attained when a
combination composed just by new tuples is chosen( consider
equation 4.14 an example)

4.2 Design

Each algorithms described in section 3.4 was studied varying the λ
parameter, so to analyze how λ effects their performance according
to the α-DCG and MD-Recall measures. Our goal was to understand
which performs better and to find a suitable parameter value that
granted increased result set quality using diversity, while keeping
relevance as high as possible. Value assigned to λ ranged between
0 and 1, with a 0.25 step, thus 5 configurations were analyzed for
each approach.

λ = [0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1] (4.15)
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For each λ value both kinds of diversity, categorial and quantitative,
were considered.

Categorial diversity was evaluated by ordering the datasets accord-
ing to 3 combination attributes (distance,cost and rating for Milan
dataset and price, quality index and distance for University one),
and, then diversify them with the chosen algorithm. Results for the
same algorithm and λ were then averaged to avoid query-dependent
bias. A similar approach was followed for the quantitative diver-
sity testing, where 6 experiments were executed for each λ and each
algorithm: sorting and diversification attributes were taken from
all possible permutations of the 3 ordering attributes used for cat-
egorial diversity. For the Milan dataset, ”distance by car”,” total
cost” and ”average rating” were chosen; in the University set we
adopted as attributes ”yearly price”, ”quality index” and ”distance
by car”.

This preference of combinational attributes over single relation ones
is due to the inherent diversity they provide to the result set: for
instance, a starting set sorted by ”total price” has a greater initial
variety compared to one ordered by ”hotel price”, since in the latter
case a cheap hotel could appear many times before a more expensive
one is found.

While MD − Recall is identical for some λ values and some ini-
tial ordering (it depends on the sorting attribute and eventually the
one used for diversifying), α-DCG, depends also on the value of
α. During α-DCG computation this relation was considered, there-
fore measurements were always performed for α values ranging as λ
ones.

α = [0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1] (4.16)

As stated in section 4.1.1 DCG is often normalized for cross-query
comparison. During this testing phase, the ideal gain was computed
for each possible ordering.

Rather than showing the normalized version of α-DCG by itself, we
will present it (in the next section) plotted along with the other algo-
rithms, in order to have a better comparison between the maximum
hypothetical value and the actual measure of diversified solutions.
For the same reason, the un-diversified curve is plotted as well in
relation with the diversified cases.

To retrieve the ordering with the maximum α-DCG value,i.e. the
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ideal one, an iterative greedy algorithm was used as follows: for
each iteration all remaining combination are analyzed and the one
leading to the highest increment in α-DCG value is chosen, breaking
ties according to the initial order. Within this approach, it is clear
how the ideal sorting is not unique: any combination composed
just by new tuples would imply the highest α-DCG increment (see
section 4.1.1).

Given λ and α variation range, many experiments were possible. In
the next section results from most relevant ones will be described.
The charts of all performed tests can be found in appendix A.

4.3 Results

The evaluation compared algorithms performance according to dif-
ferent λ values. It is interesting to notice that the formulae for
the analyzed algorithms (see section 3.4 for algorithms scoring func-
tions) manage λ in different ways: to balance diversity and relevance
in MMR, for instance, λ needs to be equal to 0.5; the other 3 algo-
rithms, instead, require λ = 1 to obtain the same balanced effect.
Both metrics were studied with this parameter selection to grant a
proper comparison of their performances.

4.3.1 Results for α-DCG

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the performance on the whole set, accord-
ing to the α-DCG metric, of the analyzed algorithms with λ=0.5 for
MMR, λ=1 for MaxMin,MaxSum and MaxCov, and with α = 0.5.
This α value has been chosen from the literature (see Wang [40]),
where 0.5 is suggested as the best value to grant maximal balance
between relevance and diversity. This is intuitive from α-DCG for-
mula (Equation 4.5) where large values of α give more importance to
redundant combinations while α = 0(the minimum) totally ignores
the set diversity.

Several comments can be made about charts in figures 4.1 and 4.2.
As predictable, no algorithm was able to match the performance
of the ideal α-DCG curve; moreover, the non-diversified set always
provide worst performances, except in figure 4.1(a), where MaxSum
appears to be worse than the initial set.

Before further discussion about algorithms comparison, a noticeable
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Figure 4.1: α-DCG (α = 0.5), categorial distance, giving same weight to relevance
and diversity.

difference between Milan and University sets can be highlighted:
the former α-DCG increases till a certain value and then stabilizes,
while the latter keep increasing till the last result. This is even
more evident comparing ideal curves, where Milan one turns into
an horizontal line after 200 result, while University one keeps a
nearly constant slope. This can be explained by the dataset struc-
ture(section 3.5): the cardinality of Milan set relations is much
lower than those in University(50 hotel/restaurant/museum with
respect to 1100 flats and 58 universities). Therefore all the distinct
values of the first set will be retrieved faster than the second ones,
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Figure 4.2: α-DCG (α = 0.5), quantitative distance, giving same weight to relevance
and diversity.

implying a strong reduction in α-DCG increment for Milan set after
a certain amount of combinations(200 in this case).

Considering performances, with categorial diversification on Milan
set (Figure 4.1(a)), the analyzed algorithms behave in most differ-
ent ways. MaxSum gives poor results, comparable with the non-
diversified curve, a problem already anticipated in section 3.4 due
to its execution pattern. MaxSum selects for each iteration the cou-
ple of most distant and relevant results and each iteration ignores
previous selections, thus the obtained set can be very similar to the
initial one. In the user studies (Chapter 5), we will notice that this
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Figure 4.3: First 50 samples of α-DCG, categorial distance, giving same weight to
relevance and diversity.

limitation is an highly perceived drawback of the algorithm. We
remand to section 5.2.1 for further explanation.

According to figure 4.1(a), MaxMin, MaxCov and MMR behave
similarly, improving in an evident way the initial set quality, with
MaxMin providing scored better performance than the others.

Test on quantitative distance on the Milan set (Figure 4.2(a))
shown a noticeable degrade in performances; nonetheless, MMR,
MaxMin and MaxCov curves, are still better than the baseline. The
decrease in performance can be justified by the chosen metric, as α-
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Figure 4.4: First 50 samples of α-DCG, quantitative distance, giving same weight
to relevance and diversity.

DCG, which is based on the diversity of extracted objects, is perhaps
more suitable to evaluate categorial diversification than quantitative
one.

The α-DCG curves for University dataset (Figure 4.1(b) and 4.2(b))
are quite unexpected. It appears than no algorithm can improve sig-
nificantly the initial set for both diversity metrics and types. In this
case, diversification seems useless, if not harmful. This is probably
due to the fact that these sets were already quite different before
diversification took place.
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In fact, it happened that diversification produced sets that could
be considered worse than original ones. Most of the times this hap-
pened when the initial set were very fragmented and widespread.

An initial analysis on the dataset structure has been useful to de-
termine whether diversification can be more specifically effective:
tested algorithms perform better when the original set contains
repetitive items with low variance of attributes values. Further
studies in this direction (described in Section 6)) may help finding a
threshold for the variance that softs the usefulness of diversification
of a set. The logical conclusion is that in some cases, diversification
algorithms don’t improve the quality of the set.

Results described so far are related to figures 4.1 and 4.2, which show
different algorithms comparison over the whole result set. From
a user prospective it is highly unlikely to browse such an amount
of data (1000 items - 20 pages): most users are used to Google
paradigm and if the desired item is not found in the first few pages,
the query is refined or a different search engine is used. Under this
assumption, figures 4.3 and 4.4 and shows the same results consid-
ering only the first 50 combinations. In this case α-DCG values in
Milan set (Figures 4.3(a) and 4.4(a)) do not show anything dif-
ferent from previous results (those considering 1000 combinations)
while University ones (Figures 4.3(b) and 4.4(b)) give an improved
overview: in figure 4.3(b), MMR, MaxCov and MaxMin show an
ideal-like behavior from for the first 30 combinations. This positive
trend is lost with quantitative diversity (Figure 4.4(b)), where all
algorithms curves tend to the non-diversified case with a consequent
loss of quality.

4.3.2 Results for MD-Recall

The results of the MD-Recall measure for out tests are shown in
figures 4.5 and 4.6, where we can draw considerations similar to
the ones expressed for for α-DCG. In particular, the shapes of MD-
Recall curves reflect α-DCG ones. Milan set has a step-like trend
which means that in certain ranges the selected combination are
composed just by already selected tuples therefore MD-Recall re-
mains constant. University set, as stated in the previous section,
is inherently more spread than Milan one; therefore MD-Recall
keeps increasing with a slope similar to α-DCG.

Like for previous metric, Milan dataset gives the best results, even
though it is difficult to identify a winner algorithm. Considering for
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Figure 4.5: MD-Recall, categorial distance, giving same weight to relevance and
diversity.

instance figure 4.5(a), all of them are better than others only when
studied in certain ranges with MMR being the best one for the first
400 items and MMR, MaxCov and MaxMin giving the same iden-
tical positive results in the first combinations extracted. Looking
figure 4.6(a), MaxSum unexpectedly outperformed all other algo-
rithms (all similar to each other) but MaxCov. Like for α-DCG, we
can assume that this behavior is somehow enhanced by the adopted
metric, since MD-Recall is meant to compute objects recall rather
than single relation attributes. MD-Recalls computed on Univer-
sity set (Figures 4.5(b) and 4.6(b)) are, for reasons similar to the
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Figure 4.6: MD-Recall, quantitative distance, giving same weight to relevance and
diversity.

ones explained for α-DCG, difficult to analyze but in the categorial
case we can notice MMR and MaxMin as best approaches.

Considering the user prospective, figures 4.7 and 4.8 show MD-
Recall values for the first 50 combination on both dataset. These re-
sults are more significant than for the previous metric: is it now pos-
sible to identify the best performing algorithm on these reduces sets.
When applying categorial distance to Milan set (Figure 4.7(a)),
MMR, MaxCov and MaxMin all attain a good MD-Recall in com-
parison with MaxSum and the baseline. MaxMin is the best one,
while MaxCov gives the best result for quantitative distance (Fig-
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Figure 4.7: First 50 samples of MD-Recall, categorial distance, giving same weight
to relevance and diversity.

ure 4.7(a)). It is also interesting to notice how the high level per-
formances MaxSum had for the whole Milan set in quantitative
case (Figure 4.6(a)) are not matched when considering just the first
results.

Analyzing now the MD-Recall of different approaches on the first
50 elements of University set (Figures 4.7(b) and 4.8(b)), MaxMin
and MaxCov seem the most suitable ones for categorial and quanti-
tative distance respectively. This behavior is the same seen for Mi-
lan set (Figures 4.7(a) and 4.8(a)) which lead to think that these
algorithms should actually improve result set variety from a user
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prospective.
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Figure 4.8: First 50 samples of MD-Recall, quantitative distance, giving same weight
to relevance and diversity.

4.3.3 Comments

Analyzing the results, we can state that it is not possible to iden-
tify an overall best algorithm among the analyzed ones. Given the
results of quantitative analysis and the additional charts in the ap-
pendix A, MMR, MaxMin and MaxCov on average seem to increase
the result set quality more than MaxSum. The baseline is most of
the time improved by diversification algorithms.
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Categorial diversity seems to give better results than quantitative
one, where results are often controversial. An a-priori knowledge
of the data structure (especially relation cardinality) would help to
identify situations where diversification is worthy, and which is most
suitable approach the initial set can benefit from.
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Chapter 5

Qualitative Test

In order to validate the quantitative results, we conducted two user
study experiments.

We designed and implemented two running Web-based prototypes
that aimed at testing, in a real-world scenario, 1) if diversification
was perceived as an added value by users, and 2) if quantitative
results are supported by users perception.

The first experiment (User Test 1 ) was conducted on more than 80
users in a population of ”experts” in the search engine domain. The
second experiment (User Test 2 ), instead, included 70 undergradu-
ate students from Politecnico di Milano. In both experiments, users
interacted with both datasets shown in section 3.5.

Each experiment was composed of the two interaction scenarios
explained in 3.5, respectively called Night Out (N.O.) and Study
Abroad (S.A.).

Given that quantitative analysis provided evidence that MMR and
MaxMin algorithms clearly outperformed the baseline when adopt-
ing categorial distance, we decided to consider only categorial dis-
tances for the qualitative tests. Therefore, from now on the term
”diversification” refers to binary diversification, meaning the catego-
rial one over identification attributes. Moreover, since MaxMin per-
formances were comparable to MMR, experiments conducted eval-
uated only MMR and MaxSum with respect to the un-diversified
baseline.

The rest of the chapter is organized in two sections: section 5.1 pro-
vides details about the experiments design, while section 5.2 details
and comments the results obtained from the experiments.
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5.1 Design

5.1.1 User Test 1

The aim of the first experiment was to sort out, in a direct compar-
ison between diversified and non-diversified sets, which one would
have been perceived as “better” by users.

Data Set Preparation

Since the original datasets had different cardinality and contained
spurious items, we decided to prone them into smaller sets. We
therefore removed tuples which could have perceived as less rele-
vant from a domain-specific point of view; for instance, we removed
from the S.A. datasets tuples referring to less known universities,
and trimmed from the N.O. dataset the less-known museums. This
operation allowed us to minimize a judgment bias based on the poor
performances of the underlying search system.

After sorting the Milan dataset by ”total price” and the Univer-
sity dataset by ”total distance”, we cut down the retrieved combi-
nations. This allowed us to deal with two sets containing exactly
5’000 items each. To further avoid biases due to search engine perfor-
mance, we randomly composed 10 sets of 1’000 combinations each.
These sets were then subject to a second sorting using the same
ranking function obtaining the final 10 sets for the un-diversified
results. We then created 20 diversified sets for each scenario, ap-
plying MMR or MaxSum algorithms. After diversification, we kept
only the first 10 combinations and sorted them using ”total price”
or ”total distance” to have comparable sets.

Strategies to avoid evaluation ordering bias

To avoid ordering bias, we adopted a round robin technique to decide
which of the 10 result sets had to appear in each user experiment, ac-
cording to the adopted algorithm (un-diversified, MMR, MaxSum).
Moreover, we randomly chose the order in which datasets were pre-
sented according to the evaluated scenario (N.O. or S.A.).

Additionally, we designed the prototype to randomly chose which of
the two scenarios should have been presented first for each attending
user. Each step is now described in detail and sided by the screen-
shot of the actual page.
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The prototype interface was kept simple and effective, providing
only the information needed by users to make their choice. We
adopted a presentation strategy based on a tabular view. We de-
cided to show the compared sets in different tabs, to underline the
differences between them.

User test interaction design

The user interface is composed of five screens.

Step 1) Welcome Page. Short page to welcome users to the qual-
itative test. It was mainly used for logging purposes. A click
on the link at the center of the page (Figure 5.1) opened a
full-screen pop-up with no navigation control, thus preventing
users to undo/redo their actions.

Figure 5.1: Welcome page for the first user test

Step 2) Introduction. An introduction to the experiments (Fig-
ure 5.2), explaining from a general point of view the SeCo con-
text, the scenarios and what is required to the users. There
was also an identification box to retrieve information needed
in the post-processing phase, to associate logged data to each
user.

Step 3) First scenario. Under the hypothesis of a random choice
of the order in which the scenario (”Night Out” or ”Study
Abroad”) would have been presented, the round robin selection
of the sets and the random order in the tabs, this and the next
step were the most important ones. The user was introduced to
the real test (Figure 5.3) by a simple description of the scenario,
where it was underlined that the choice had to represent ”The
best set in terms of quality and variety.” Assuming that the
user received first two Milan sets, the tabular view allowed him
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Figure 5.2: Introductory page for the first user test

Figure 5.3: First scenario presentation and tabular view of the first set

to switch from one to the other easily. We kept the layout
of the page as simple as possible, keeping its comprehension
immediate.

To express their preferences, a two radio button form had been
placed just below the data tables. As picture 5.4 shows, all
the information needed to make the comparison were directly
placed under the users view, divided by field of interest (Ho-
tel, Museum or Restaurant domain). If a user wanted more
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information, the ”Details” link on the right side of each tern
would open a pop-up with all the information available on the
selected item. The details information are shown in Picture 5.5

Figure 5.4: Second set in the comparison for the first scenario

Figure 5.5: Screenshot of the details available for each item in the list

The detail box enforced the separation of domain-specific in-
formation, highlighting the field information belong to (Figure
5.5 ”Flat” - ”University” - ”State”), plus the ”global” infor-
mation characterizing the overall tern (i.e. ”Total cost”, ”total
distance”, ”quality index”).

Step 4) Second scenario. As in the previous step, the user was
introduced to his task (Figure 5.6) with a short description of
the scenario (in this case ”Study Abroad” referred to University
sets ).
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the two sets for the Study Abroad scenario

Step 5) Thanks. A page (Figure 5.7) greeting the user for attend-
ing the test and thanking all the participants.

Figure 5.7: A simple thanking page to greet the attending users
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5.1.2 User Test 2

The second user test has been designed to study if (and how) di-
versification can be useful to users in a search scenario. Users
were asked to inspect the results sets of both scenario and select
the best three results between the available ones. For the N.O.
scenario, we asked users to select the best three combinations of
Hotel-Restaurant-Museum they could find; in the S.A. scenario, in-
stead, users were asked to identify the best three combinations of
University-Flat-State among proposed ones.

The idea was to conduce an implicit test, where the measured vari-
ables were the number of page-result navigations, and the duration
of the task.The intuition was that, for a diversified result set, the
execution of the task would have been easier and quicker.

Data Set Preparation

We selected from the initial database only tuples containing major
universities or well-known museums (as in the first user test). We
then sorted the combinations of the N.O. data-set by total distance,
and the S.A. dataset by total price. We then filtered combinations
according to the total distance attributes (around 5 kilometers for
the first set and 20 miles for the second set), so to retrieve only
the best 1’000 combinations. These first 200 items in the result-
ing combinations composed the un-diversified experiment dataset.
To compose the diversified sets, we applied MMR and MaxSum bi-
nary algorithms to the 1000 combinations and kept only the first
200 terns. During the experiments we presented these 200 objects
divided in 20 pages of 10 items each.

With the 6 constructed sets (3 for the Milan experience and 3 for
University case) we adopted the same round robin technique for
algorithms distribution explained in the previous section to avoid
any learning or ordering biases.

User test interaction design

The test was composed of 8 steps, including questionnaires, user
task pages and explanation pages. A logging system has been put
in place to record task durations, users’ clicks, and questionnaires
answers.
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We now present a description of each step, sided by a screen-shot of
the related web page.

Step 1) Identification. Since the test had been proposed to stu-
dents from the same campus, in the first step users had to
specify their personal identification number (Figure 5.8). As
in the previous test, the actual task is performed in a pop-up
window with no backward navigation.

Figure 5.8: Users need to identify themselves to proceed

Step 2) Introduction. A brief explanation (Figure 5.9) of the SeCo
project and the context where it operates is followed by a short
description on the test and what the user will be asked during
this experience.

Figure 5.9: A short introductory page was presented to explain the test and the
context
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Users needed to fill a short demographic questionnaire (Figure
5.10); this step was crucial to identify the sample population
and eventually apply post-process filtering.
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Step 3) Rome Tutorial. To help users to familiarize users with
the system, we included a tutorial step to allow users to prac-
tice with the features and the visual appearance of the proto-
type. The system included a ”shopping-cart” widget, where
users select items according to their preferences and proceed
to the ”check-out” only when ready. Similarly, we asked them
to chose three combinations and proceed to the next step only
when satisfied by the items placed in the ”cart” (Figure 5.12
top right of the page). The tutorial was based on Rome dataset
(3.5) and consisted in navigating through the 20 pages of com-
binations, selecting the best three combinations, while getting
confident with the system. An introduction page (Figure 5.11)
was provided to help users during this initial phase.

Figure 5.10: Users were asked to fill a short demographic survey

As figure 5.12 shows, the page structure is extremely simple:
a header containing overall information,a sidebar with selected
tuples plus the legenda, and a real content frame set in the
middle of the page.

The upper part presents useful orientation information (always
available during the test): the personal id, the current step
number and a hint on the task to complete. The sidebar is split
between the above-mentioned ”cart”, where users’ choices will
be placed once selected, and the legenda, useful to understand
the icons and label used for the items descriptions.

A tabular view has been chosen to present the actual content
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Figure 5.11: Introduction to the Rome tutorial

Figure 5.12: View of the selection page for the tutorial

in a clear manner. The 200 items of each scenario were pro-
posed to users in 20 pages, 10 items each. Each combination
was presented as in the previous test, showing the most impor-
tant information first: ”user rating”, ”categories”, ”price” of
the single entity and the global one, the ”total distance” and
”time”. More detailed information were accessible through the
use of the ”Click for more details” link, as shown in figure 5.15
Whenever a user tried to select more than 3 combinations, a
warning message was displayed (Figure 5.13).

Step 4) Milan experience Once the user had become familiar
with the system and felt enough comfortable to proceed, the
first task (over Milan dataset) began. As usual, an introduc-
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Figure 5.13: Warning message for managing exceptions

tory page have been set up to explain the task and its objective
(Figure 5.14).

Figure 5.14: Introductory page for the first task (Milan experience)
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Figure 5.15: Detailed view of selected combination

Step 5) Milan questionnaire After performing the tutorial and
the first task, users were asked to fulfill a short questionnaire to
evaluate their degree of satisfaction and the correctness of the
system. A 7-steps Linkert scale has been adopted for this eval-
uation, raging from ”Strongly Agree” to ”Strongly Disagree”
judgments (Figure 5.16). The questions investigated these as-
pects: the user understanding of the task he was asked to do,
previous knowledge on the domain, the degree of confidence
for the three choice made for the task and the quality of the
system in terms of variety of displayed objects

Figure 5.16: View of the questionnaire after Milan experience

Step 6) University experience The second task had the same
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specification as previous one (select the best 3 combinations
among the proposed ones), but different settings. As explained
in the introduction of this chapter, for the second user expe-
rience of this test we proposed the S.A. scenario. Similarly to
the previous task, 10 combinations were showed per page, and
presented in a tabular view (Figure 5.17).

Figure 5.17: Example of a University experience task web page

Once again, a detailed view of each item was available (Figure
5.18), showing most of the attributes explained in section 3.5
for this dataset.
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Figure 5.18: Detailed view for a combination of the University set

Step 7) University questionnaire We asked the users to fulfill
the same questionnaire as in the Milan experience (Step 5)
to understand if the change in of domain field had influenced
the system applicability, users behavior or the importance of
diversification.

Step 8) Final questionnaire A final questionnaire (Figure 5.20)
was presented to the user, introduced by a short explanation
(Figure 5.19). Its aim was to understand the overall sense of
satisfaction and the goodness of the experience and the system
to improve it if results were not positive.

Figure 5.19: Introductory step for the final questionnaire
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Figure 5.20: Final questionnaire

A simple thanking page (Figure 5.21) informed users that the ex-
perience was concluded and they had completed the test success-
fully.

Figure 5.21: Thanking page to greet attending users

Both tests were optimized to be run using Mozilla Firefox, but have
been tested also on Google Chrome, Microsoft Internet Explorer
and Safari. Even though were designed to be Web based, we are
also aware of tests performed on mobile platforms, such as Apple
iPhone and Windows Phone 7.
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5.2 Results

In this section, main results from the first and second user tests are
presented. For the first experiment, stored information considered
only the user choices between the two compared sets. The main goal
was to prove that users would have benefit from diversification, and
that combinations variety would have been perceived as an impor-
tant value in the decision making process. The latter experiment,
whose aim was to prove that, even without direct comparison, user
would have saved time and clicks when operating over diversified
set, registered on logging files all user clicks. We remand to section
5.2.2 for further considerations. Before proceeding to the analysis
of each experiment, a few points must be remarked. First of all, the
round robin technique avoided situation where users completed the
exactly same test contemporaneously. Students that attended the
second experiment were unaware of the fact that their clicks were
logged and registered nor that presented sets were different. For
both tests the task was to ”choose the best” (set or combinations),
according to personal preferences, without specifying any other ob-
jective or attribute to evaluate; no external or internal influences
had affected users choices. One criticism that has been moved by
some of the second experiment attendants was the lack of a sorting
mechanism, as explained in section 5.2.2. Since the aim of the test
was directly connected to the perceived quality of the sets, and the
sets differ one another mainly on their sorting, we could not provide
the users with an ordering mechanism, as it would have invalidated
the premises of our work. Another interesting comment was made
by users: the majority of them had felt the need to explore the de-
tails we provided through the related toolbox (Figure 5.15). This
underlines an important aspect: information provided at-a-glance
were not sufficient to make a satisfiable decision, even though would
have been latter considered as ”essential” by the same users.
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5.2.1 Experiment 1 - Direct comparison

The goal of the first experiment was to establish if a diversified set
would have been recognized and preferred by users when facing a
direct comparison. Users were asked to evaluate the quality and
variety of the items, selecting the set which was considered more
satisfactory between the proposed two. The three possible cases
users had faced were: MMR, MaxSum and un-diversified set. The
test was performed by 70 users, among which 25% were students
and 75% were either search experts from industry or academia. The
following diagram (Figure 5.22 )represents the total number of votes
received by each of the three situations, divided by scenario.
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Figure 5.22: User votes in the two scenarios

To provide statistical relevance to these data, we applied a Kruskal-
Wallis one-way, non parametric ANOVA test, which confirmed this
relevance, obtaining average values differences at significance level
α = 0.01 for each measure. An immediate, noticeable, result is that
MMR sets have been much more preferred then the others. More
importantly, for both scenarios, MMR and MaxSum sets have been
considered better than the un-diversified one. It is also interesting
to point out that MaxSum algorithm has lead to sets that were
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considered just as little better then the initial sets. We adduce as
explanation the fact that MaxSum works considering only couples
of items and tries to maximize distance between them (see chapter
3.4.1 ), instead of the total ”diversity” of the whole. If we consider
each of the possible comparisons, as in picture 5.23 and 5.24 we can
notice a few differences between the two scenarios.

Considering first the setting based on University set (Study Abroad
scenario), we can see (figure 5.23 below) that the collections diver-
sified using MMR algorithm have been preferred to both the initial
situation and the ones diversified with the MaxSum algorithm. A
key result to this test is that diversified sets have been preferred to
non-diversified ones. The total number of votes received by MMR
and MaxSum sets is at least triple than the original one. When the
users have faced the comparison with the un-diversified sets, the
votes of MMR-based sets almost quintupled the alternative. If we
consider how a comparison could have looked like (see figure 5.6), it
is obvious that the repetitiveness of the items in the un-diversified
set have led users to consider MMR groups as better, and conse-
quently vote for them.

Figure 5.23: User preferences in the Study Abroad scenario

The same ANOVA test was performed, confirming data statistical
validity. The net preference of MMR-diversified sets over MaxSum
ones can be explained by two factors. First, MaxSum operates at his
best when dealing with fragmented sources [12], and since the initial
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1000 items were computed randomly, we weren’t able to guarantee
this property. Second,this algorithm maximizes distance between
couple of objects, and can lead to diversified sets that are ”sim-
ilar” in pairs. Nevertheless, MaxSum has been voted more than
the non-diversified sets, so an improvement in the sets quality after
diversification have been perceived by users.

The second scenario has shown some interesting results too. As for
the Study Abroad scenario, MMR-based sets have proven to be pre-
ferred to both the un-diversified and the MaxSum based sets. Again,
the number of votes received by sets divesified with MMR algorithm
is at least three time bigger than the alternatives. However, in this
scenario the difference of votes between MaxSum-based collections
and the original ones is really small. Users have not perceived a
concrete increments in the quality of the sets when MaxSum was
applied.

Figure 5.24: User preferences in the Night Out scenario

The discrepancy with the previous scenario (5.23), shown in the
third column of picture 5.24, can be attributed to the diversity in
the original datasets. Since MaxSum algorithm operates calculating
pair distances, whenever two identical items (same hotels or restau-
rants or museums) are spaced by an odd number of other items in
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the original set, they have a higher probability to compare in the
result set than in any other diversification algorithms. The border-
line situation happens when the initial set contains element that
this algorithm considers already to be at their maximum distance.
The next example shows this limitation. Let assume a dataset com-
posed by 8 items, over three distinct attributes (similar to the ”ids”
in the two scenarios). The 8 combinations are initially sorted as in
figure 5.25. Attributes B and C have distinct values for each terns,
while attribute A ranges from 1 to 6. If we assume as distance func-
tion between two combinations a binary formulation of the classical
identity function, score = 1 if both items have the same value for a
certain attribute, 0 otherwise. In the proposed dataset the score is
based only on the first column, since all terms have different value
for the other two attributes (B and C). MaxSum will evaluate the
first couple of items, considering them as the most possible diverse
objects of the whole set (since diverse for all attributes and ranked
highest). Therefore the first two items will be placed in the ”diver-
sified set”. During the second iteration, terns 3 and 4 will be taken
into consideration, and since their distance is maximal (all values
are different one another), and rank highest, MaxSum will set them
in the diversified resultset. Similar conclusion will be in the next
two steps, where items 5 and 6 will be evaluated and selected as
the best possible combinations before the last two objects will be
chosen. This example is a classical borderline situation where the
initial dataset coincide with the diversified once achieved by Max-
Sum algorithm.

For the same reason, since the initial datasets used for the first test
were randomly chosen and could have this kind of discontinuity,
MaxSum could have misled users to think that no diversification had
took place at all, and the quality of the sets they were comparing was
actually the same. Nevertheless, we received only 3 feedbacks from
users that had to chose between identical sets, over more than 70.
This means that users estimated as similar, sets that have just one
or two combination replaced from the initial status, validating the
hypothesis that to achieve an effective diversification, a significant
number of combinations had to be evaluated.

5.2.2 Experiment 2 - Best three combinations

Goal of the second experiment was to prove that diversification is
useful during searching tasks over multi-domain data. To assess the
perceived usefulness of diversification, we observed the user behavior
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Figure 5.25: User preferences in the Night Out scenario

in a realistic search activity, and registered it using a logging system.
The logged operations were the following: details, next and previous
page navigation (within same tasks), selection and de-selection of
the combinations and the answers to the various questionnaires. The
idea was to prove that the number of clicks and the time spent by
users that were exploring diversified dataset were much lower than
the users that had to deal with non-diversified sets. The experiment
was designed as a controlled between-subject study, where users
were required to perform the tasks explained in the design section
(5.1.2, under both scenarios. Participants were recruited from the
Bachelor and Master student population of the University. During
a 1 week period, 66 users from 9 different countries accessed the
on-line evaluation tool. From the logs content, we established that
participants ranged in age from 20 to 28 years old, and 95% of them
were male. All of them were assiduous users of Web search engines.
For each experiment we collected the total task completion time and
the number of visited result pages. Each participant took an average
of 8 minutes to complete the task (including the time spent reading
the task explanation and filling the questionnaire).

If the result sets of the three experiments are equally good (taking
into account relevance and variety), we would expect users to take a
similar amount of time to complete each task, and to visit a compa-
rable number of pages to find the ”best three” combinations.

Figure 5.26 shows the average and standard deviation of the comple-
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Figure 5.26: Duration of the test for the Study Abroad scenario

tion time for a task of the Study Abroad scenario. It is reasonable to
assume that the time difference was due to the impossibility of find-
ing the satisfactory combinations when dealing with un-diversified
sets in few pages. Users were in this case forced to explore deeper
to get the three best items, taking more time and wasting clicks in
the searching process. On the contrary, users facings MMR diversi-
fied sets reached a satisfying level quicker, since the variety of their
sets were perceived as higher. If we consider the number of clicks,
instead of the duration, a similar result is achieved (shown in fig.
5.26 )

There is a significant reduction in terms of both clicks and duration
for users whose set was not the original (un-diversified) one. Once
again we attribute this difference to the commitment of users to
investigate until they found the best three combinations. For those
who were performing this task on the initial dataset, it required both
more details exploration,and also to go back and forth many times
throughout the whole set, increasing the click counters. MMR has
been perceived as more effective by users. The clicks number was
less than the half if compared to MaxSum, and almost a quarter if
compared to the non-diversified set.

Similar results have been obtained for the ”Night Out” scenario.

A few inconsistencies have been discover from the log analysis. The
number of pages visited by users, which we had considered as di-
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Figure 5.27: Number of clicks for the Study Abroad scenario

rectly connected to the algorithm in a similar way as the total num-
ber of clicks, proved to be more complex then expected. The visited
pages measures behaved differently in the two scenarios, denying
our hypothesis. We were in fact not able to demonstrate, by the
test results, that providing a diversified set would have meant for
the user a minor number of pages to visit. The total number of
clicks and the total number of visited pages, even though are for
sure correlated, acts differently with respect to diversification.

Figure 5.28: Visited pages comparison between scenarios

Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA test provided once again statistical support
to our considerations. We justify the situation shown in picture
5.28 with the differences in the sets and the users aptitudes. It is in
fact reasonable to think that all users, when facing a repetitive set
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(composed by almost identical items) have decided to explore fur-
ther. Some of them, misunderstanding the hypothesis of not-ordered
set, have considered the results pages as in a traditional IR system,
where the quality of the results decreases with the ranking. This
theory justifies the low counts for users with un-diversified sets and
MaxSum sets, providing a reasonable explanation on the behaviour
showed in the above figure.

However, the global click counts and the global duration of the tasks
proved our main hypothesis, validating the results of the quantita-
tive test (Chapter 4).

Figure 5.29: Duration and clicks for the user test compared

We observe that MMR and MaxSum lead, on average, to 45% and
13% reduction in terms of task completion time, and 60% and 16%
reduction in terms of number of explored pages, with respect to the
baseline.

5.2.3 Comments

Analyzing the results, we can state that users perceived a substan-
tial increment in the overall quality of the sets when diversification
took place. From the comments received, it is clear that a sort-
ing mechanism is appreciated, if not required, by users, willing to
reorder combinations in the decision making process. The user in-
terface plays an essential role in diversification since it is the one
directly responsible for the understanding of the users. A simple
layout is effective when the need is to convey basic diversification
effects, while a more complex and well-studied one is required to
transmit thinnesses and quibblings. Despite that, most of the time
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MMR and MaxSum have been recognized as better from users since
they have effectively reduced time and clicks needed to complete
the tasks. Such results are consistent with the ones obtained in the
quantitative evaluation (Chapter 4).
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future
Work

Multi-domain search paradigm is quickly becoming more and more
important. Modern systems try to create mash-ups of multiple Web
data sources to answer complex search purposes. Despite this trend,
current search engines are not able to support users with complex
information seeking tasks.

The multi-domain query approach proposed in the Search Comput-
ing project provides methods and techniques to tackle the problem,
but, so far, it has as a major drawback the production of result sets
that contain several result repetitions, which may lead to unsatis-
factory user experience.

Current research is extensively addressing the problem of increas-
ing data variety, in order to improve the quality of returned query
result sets. This thesis investigates in this direction, taking under
exam the problem of retrieving relevant and, at the same time, di-
verse combinations, in the multi-domain context. We analyzed the
characteristics and performances of four greedy diversification algo-
rithms (MMR, MaxMin, MaxSum, MaxCov), in order to test their
suitability in the SeCo context. In addition, two kinds of distance
have been implemented and tested: categorial distance, checking ob-
ject equality, and quantitative distance, comparing objects feature
within metric spaces.

We executed a set of quantitative tests, using adaptations of the
evaluation metrics currently adopted in the context of diversification
for Web documents. Results showed that considered algorithms can
actually improve the result set quality. MMR, MaxMin and MaxCov
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on average have proved to increase the result set variety, while Max-
Sum gave controversial results, sometime worse than the baseline.
Categorial distance seemed to produce better results than quantita-
tive one, but we could not identify an algorithm able to outperform
the others in each test and each data structure. We also identified a
clear bias on algorithm performance due to result set composition,
a topic that will be further investigated in future works.

To test how users perceive the adoption of diversification algorithms
in their information seeking experience, we designed and conducted
two user studies, which involved about 150 real-world search engine
users. In the first one, expert users were asked to chose between two
sets, diversified according to different algorithms and compared to
un-diversified sets. The majority of the users recognized as ”better”
sets that were modified by diversification algorithms.

In a direct comparison between the initial set and a diversified one,
the latter received at least three times the votes of the former. In
some experiments we found that MMR diversified sets obtained up
to six times the user preferences. These results prove not only that
diversification increases the quality of the set, but also that it is
perceived as an added value by users.

In the second test a realistic search experience was simulated, asking
more than 70 non-expert users to select the best three combinations
over two hundreds, within two scenarios and more than thirty dif-
ferent sets. Qualitative test results supported the quantitative eval-
uation hypothesis. Even though results were overall positive, atten-
dants of the experiments weren’t always able to perceive a gain in
the quality of result sets after diversification. We blame the graphic
interface for that, as it probably hindered the ability of users to
find visual feedbacks on how to evaluate the improvement on the
set quality.

6.1 Future Work

Overall, these results provide evidences that the usage of diversi-
fication techniques in the multi-domain context is worthwhile and
effective, and they suggest several directions for future works.

In the thesis we recognized as an important characteristic the rela-
tions cardinality and the variance of numeric attributes when deal-
ing with quantitative diversity. Based on such considerations, it
would be helpful to study a method that can show a-priori when
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diversification can provide significative improvements in the result
set quality, thus saving time and computational resources. We also
plan to perform additional experiments to study and classify the ef-
fect of different ranking and diversification attributes to the inherent
diversity of the un-diversified dataset.

Finally, a possible direction for future work would be the integration
of diversification with user preference systems, in order to be able
to retrieve combinations that are not only relevant and diverse, but
also tailored to specific users or user groups.
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Appendix A

Quantitative test charts

This appendix contains all charts made for quantitative evaluation
that couldn’t find space in chapter 4. For each lambda ranging from
lambda 0 to 1 with a 0.25 steps, α-DCG is analyzed with α values
in the same range as λ. Since the metric returns identical results
for all approaches when α = 0, this case was ignored. MD-Recall
for all different λ values is plotted as well.
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Figure A.1: α-DCG for λ=0, categorial diversity
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Figure A.2: α-DCG for λ=0.25, categorial diversity
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Figure A.3: α-DCG for λ=0.5, categorial diversity
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Figure A.4: α-DCG for λ=0.75, categorial diversity
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Figure A.5: α-DCG for λ=1, categorial diversity
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Figure A.6: α-DCG for λ=0, quantitative diversity
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Figure A.7: α-DCG for λ=0.25, quantitative diversity
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Figure A.8: α-DCG for λ=0.5, quantitative diversity
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Figure A.9: α-DCG for λ=0.75, quantitative diversity
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Figure A.10: α-DCG for λ=0, quantitative diversity
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Figure A.11: MD-Recall, categorial diversity
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Figure A.12: MD-Recall, quantitative diversity
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